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CLEMSON C6L 
Dining Hall Quip 
Overheard in the dining hall: "There is no use 
praying over it, it won't turn into food." 
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Campus Camera Captures Co-Ed Tiger Streak Now Seven 
By TOM PEELE 
Tiger News Editor 
Clemson's aroused basketball 
team is currently riding its long- 
est victory streak in eleven years, 
wins 
Abruptly reversing  their early i fey reached his peak of 21 against 
season lapse of five straight los-1 Virginia. 
ses, the Tigers have downed In the close games, however, it 
three Southern Conference teams i is the other steady men who have 
and four Atlantic Coast Confer-; clinched the victories. Lanky 
ence teams. Presently Ciemson is• Woody Morgan dropped in the 
The seven consecutive are 4-5 in ACC games and 11-8 over- winning free throw with nine se- 
ttle best for a Tiger team since al!- conds remaining in the Furman 
the 1951-1952 season when the The streak began in dramatic j same. Gohonak's long jump shot 
Tigers defeated eight straight op- fashion on January 14, as the Ci- 1 1 one second to play 
ponents. 
sent 
person like Rudy Antoncic can 
be held out to conserve a year's 
eligibility, the depth cannot be 
anything but excellent. Last sea- 
son Rudy averaged over 25 points 
per game for the freshmen. 
Undoubtedly the favorable at- 
mosphere of the home gym has 
aided the basketball team. The 
field house is always packed to 
Wardlaw Offers 
Dynamic Program 
With Valentine's Day here, it seems only fitting   to  find   the   picture   of  pretty   co-ed,   Olis 
Brooks, among the pages of the "Tiger."    (Photo—Lank) 
State Rep. Bethea Feels 
He Holds Majority View 
By RALPH HOOD for me to believe, and I was a was worth the expense to build 
Tiger Columnist student at Ciemson, that a pro- equal facilities   (he agreed that 
Yesterday morning this writer fessor could borrow up to a nun-' they are unequal at present), he 
and TIGER editor Dave Gumula dred thousand dollars from stu- answered: 
held a    private interview    with dents without somebody knowing |    "yes   I'm positive  it's worth 
State    Representative     A.    W. it. I would almost stake my life it ,, 
(Red) Bethea of Dillon    in the that somebody at Ciemson knew 
House chamber    of the Capital that this was the situation. I am |    In comparing Clemson's inte- 
Building in Columbia, S.  C. 
The  first question  presented 
"Is the investigation of Ciemson three years 
that you requested in the Legis- workings." 
lature Wednesday    part of your Bethea was  next  asked    how 
plan    to    'burn    Bob    Edwards he would have handled the prep- 
up'?" aration for, and the actual en- 
Bethea answered:  "The state-' rollment of, Negro student Har- 
ment    'burn  up  Bob  Edwards' vey Gantt after the court order, 
was said between    a newspaper had ne ^en in charge. He an- 
sure that Edwards was in busi-; gration with that of Mississippi 
ness    with    this individual    for: Bethea said that   "the students 
and    he knew   his a* Mississippi will be remember 
ed long after the Ciemson stu 
reporter and myself when he 
made certain statements of the 
same type. It wasn't intended 
to be derogatory to Mr. Ed- 
wards; that wasn't it; because 
. . .six months ago, before this 
individual (Gantt) ever thought 
about going to Ciemson,  I was 
swered:   "I would have made it! 
explicitly plain 
came 
dents are forgotten." 
He was then asked his opinion 
of the favorable publicity Clem 
son has   received on   a nation 
wide scale. He answered:  "Who 
wants it? 
Representative   Bethea   asked 
to Gantt when tnat we print the following: 
don't blame he to Ciemson that he'S:d .   Gantfs staying at 
not wanted. As for what I would ciemson one-half as much upon 
have done for preparation, one:Gantt ^ upon ^ people and 
of the mam thinp*I^ould have student5 who make it possible, 
done, I wouldn't have gone on
 Students of Ciemson don't know 
e
 I how much    ninety per cent   of television and I wouldn't 
intending to investigate Ciemson let newspaper people any closer! SQ^ Carolina expects of them 
on the Cook affair and on this to the scene than x would have They don't expect him to 
had to. fraternity situation." 
Bethea was next asked, in 
reference to his statement that 
three Ciemson students had 
died of "gross negligence and 
carelessness", if he felt that this 
carelessness could be assigned ferent way- rm certain that 
to Clemson's administration> certain people who were given 
rather than to the persons di- Privileges in the way of news- 
rectly involved . paper people from Ebony maga- 
He answered: "I'm just as,zine wouldn't have been given 
sure as I'm sitting here that ifI privileges as they did at Clem- 
the military  (still existed),  like son- 
it was less than ten years ago at] "But the main thing I would 
Ciemson, this wouldn't have ■ have done would have been to 
happened. It just wouldn't have assure the students that they 
happened." have the right   to object   in a 
%\ reference to his statement firm way without violence. . If 
stay 
and  the only way that he will 
"I think the less publicity the j leave is by being made the lone- 
better.    You know South Caro-iiiest boy at Ciemson." 
lina is got some traditions and a I  
lot of people all over this coun- 
try expected us to act in a dif- 
tadel fell, 93-56.   Following    the 
exam period   the   Tigers   edged 
Furman's   Paladins,   74-73,    and 
V.M.I's Keydets, 68-58. Then the 
big surprise occurred as Ciemson 
upset highlyranked Wake Forest, 
71-70, on a last-second field goal 
Elliott    Wardlaw,  President of! by Mile   Bohonak.   Previous   to 
South   Carolin   Young   Republi- j this  game Wake had  not lost 
cans, addressed a crowd of about! one. 
fifty people at a meeting of the I Last week the tempo increased 
Ciemson College Young Republi-: ^ ^e Bengals swept through 
can Club last Monday night. Mr. j tnree conference teams, defeat- 
Wardlaw outlined a dynamic pro- ^ arch-rival South Carolina, 80- 
gram of activity to be initiated gl trouncmg Virginia, '86-64, and 
by southern Republicans before edging Maryland, 62-60. All sev- 
en of the games were home gam- 
es except for the VJM.I. contest 
Wake Forest's Deamon Deacons capacity before 8   p.m. with    a 
the 1964 elections. 
Mr. Wardlaw feels that the In- 
dependent movement in South 
Carolina has failed due to lack 
of organization. 
He believes that the Young Re- 
publicans will be the instrument 
of success for Republicans in 
South Carolina. 
Apology Offered 
I understand that many 
people are now calling our 
new lounge hostess "Step- 
hens." I don't know how they 
could have gotten an idea like 
that—unless, by chance, they 
read last week's TIGER. I 
would like to express my per- 
sonal apology to Mrs. Sullivan 
for this error and thank her 
for being such a good sport. 
You fellows shouldn't give her 
snch a hard time. 
Jack Miley 
Tiger   Feature Editor 
The entire basketball team 
has worked together to fashion 
the winning streak. Coach Bobby 
Roberts has alternated his play- 
ers well, keeping everyone rest- 
ed. Thus he always has his stars 
ready to go for the important fi- 
nal minutes of a close game. 
The team leaders are Jim Bren- 
nan, Choppy Patterson, and Don- 
nie Mahaffey. These three are 
the leading point men and Ma- 
haffey is the leading Tiger re- 
bounder. Donnie is second only 
to Billy Cunningham of North 
Carolina is rebounds according 
to the latest A.C.C. statistics. 
During the streak, Brennan 
junior guard, has collected 140 
points to lead all scorers, while 
Patterson and Mahaffey trail with 
97 apiece. Brennan's high for 
the seven games has been 29 
points against The Citadel. Pat- 
terson's high of 25 was also 
against The Citadel, and Mahaf- 
to their first conference loss, 
Against stubborn Maryland, Gary 
Burnisky scored the winning 
points on a short jump shot from 
the side with nine seconds re- 
maining. Sharpshooting Nick Mil- 
asnovich, rugged Manning Pri- 
vette, and reliable seniors, Larry 
Seitz and Chuck Narvin, have al- 
so contributed to the Tiger ef- 
forts. 
Balance and depth have mark- 
ed the team this season. With 
quick, sharpshooting guards as 
Patterson, Brennan, and Milas- 
novich, rugged rebounders in Pri- 
vette, Mahaffey, and Morgan, 
and versatile performers as Bo- 
honak and Burnisky the Tigers 
have no significant weaknesses. 
Depth is excellent as these men 
can be shuffled about without 
weakening   the team.   When   a 
staunch pro-Clemson crowd. 
Ciemson seems to have found 
itself, and we can only wish the 
Tigers luck from here on out. 
Tonight   they   try   for   victory 
number eight in a row against 
N. C. State at Raleigh. Now it 
appears that the Tigers will have 
their best record since the 1951- 
1952 season, and they should go 
into the A.C.C. tournament 
ranked as, at least, a contender. 
Eleven years ago the basket- 
ball team compiled a 17-7 mark 
under Coach Banks McFadden. 
Since then they have never won 
more than they have lost. Now 
the surging Tigers are shooting 
for their 14th winning season 
since the fielding of the first 
team in 1912. 
Roving Reporter 
Dance Weekends 
Draw Opinions 
gave these   opinions   concerning 
the music and entertainment pro- 
vided on Ciemson dance weekends. 
Sonny   Morris,    '64: "I would 
"The Medium" Will Be Given 
By Ciemson Little Theatre 
The Ciemson Little Theatre will present its third 
production of the season on February 28 and March 1 
and 2.    The presentation will be a musical entitled 
"The Medium," written by Gian-Carlo Menatti. 
The plot revolves around the 
life of Madame Flora, a medium, 
cfflcerning the Cook affair that they wanted to boo him they had ^ those P^rsms who attend her 
fake seances. During one such 
meeting Madame Flora has rea 
son to believe that she has ac 
he would    "like to know   what a right to. 
part Dr. Edwards had in keep-     Bethea also said that he felt 
ing this man    (Cook)    when he his opinions were  those of  the 
knew what was going on", Be- majority   of   South   Carolina's: tually brought a spirit back from 
tbea was asked if he felt that citizens and the majority of the the dead. This causes her to ques- 
Dr. Edwards did know of Cook's Ciemson students. j«on  her own sanity and brings 
illegal actions and, if so, upon     Bethea   strongly   upheld   the j the play to a dramatic climax. 
wtoat evidence. 
Bethea  answered: It's 
separate but equal policy. When 
hard, he was asked   if he thought it 
Not Many Broken Hearts 
By JOHN FOWLER 
Tiger Feature Writer 
Around  the fourteenth day of 
i boy type would rather go light on 
! the decorations and heavy on the 
candy. At any rate, considerable 
February, Dan Cupid s rosy darts, ^^^^ must ^  exercised   in 
choosing the right type of candy. 
If candy   presents   a problem, 
take on a not too streamlined ap- 
pearance: $$$. Only one person 
to my knowledge has ever come 
out financially even on St. Valen- the cards themselves are even 
tine's day. He has a system which : more overwhelming. Anything is 
he. calls "free love". He doesn't j available from the "I like you, 
buy her a present, and she doesn't you're cute" stuff to a notarized 
get anything. As a matter of fact, Proposal of marriage. It should 
neither does he. I °e mentioned    that    sometimes 
•■-, _»     * i   *„_ *! A., „„™ • these last     are     fiendishly dis- Fortunately for the candy com- "? 
panies. most of us usually end up ; gulsea' ^ lei lne oayN oeviTe- 
purchasing some sort of graticula-1   Be assured that your fair dam- 
tion for our beloveds. There    are ■ sel will read whatever she can 
all types and styles of candy for;by any stretch of the imagina- 
Valentine's. The ordinary   square  tion into these seemingly inno- 
Lee Hashn, a Ciemson College 
sophomore, will make his first 
appearance with the Ciemson 
Little Theatre. Lee, along with 
Grace Strizinger, John Buttler, 
Joan McMinn, Barbara Fox and 
Lois Josey will make this a most 
exciting production. 
"The Medium" is being direct- 
ed and produced by Joan and 
Bill McMinn. Any student who is 
interested in assisting with set 
building, painting or any aspect 
of the production is asked to 
contact Bill McMinn at the Arch- 
During the past week students like to see  a   few   new   white 
bands and performers. Ciemson 
is against integration but the 
majority of our entertainers are 
colored." 
Wesley Ackerman, '63: "I 
would like to see the big name 
bands like they had when I was 
a freshman." 
Dave Troup, '66: "I would like 
some small combos. I don't think 
big bands are necessary." 
Billy Ward, '65: "I like big 
name entertainers but I am gen- 
erally satisfied." 
Tom Flowe, '66: "Very good. I'd 
give it an 'A' for Quality." 
Harvey Springer, '65: "I par- 
ticularly like the afternoon con- 
itectural Building. certs." 
Students and student wives 'will Dan Stacy, '66: I would like to 
be admitted free the opening have some big name bands." 
night. There will be a charge of Earle Marvin, '65: "I'm gen- 
50c on the other two evenings, erally satisfied with the music 
General admission is $1.00. The: and I think the afternoon concerts 
Ciemson Little Theatre's produc- are an excellent idea." 
tions all take place in the Food | Butch Myers, '69: "Don't like 
Industries Auditorium on the col- jit worth a damn! I think it leaves 
lege campus. |much to be desired." 
Quadrangle 
Parking Now 
Will Be Legal 
I In response to numerous re- 
a; quests given various Student Sen- 
ators last semester, the Student 
Senate passed a regulation per- 
mitting students to park on all 
the schools quadrangles. After this 
bill was properly enacted it was 
passed on to the College Traffic 
Committee to be put into effect. 
This bill provides for parking 
on the quadrangle from one hour 
before to one hour after each of 
the dances and it takes effect 
starting with this coming Mid- 
winters. 
To facilitate parking on these 
quadrangles, Chief Weeden said 
that there will be two policemen 
on  duty at the quadrangles. 
According to the Traffic Office, 
Freshmen may secure temporary 
permits to have their cars on 
campus from 12 noon Friday, Feb- 
ruary 22, until 8 a.m. Monday, 
February 25. 
The President of the Student 
Body, Bill Hendrix, stated that 
the Student Government has again 
acted in the interest of the Student 
Body, and he urged the students 
to take advantage of this oppor- 
tunity and not abuse it. 
Make That Basket, Privettel 
Climaxing the home season, the Ciemson Tigers come 
through with a seven game winning streak. (Photo—Staf- 
ford) 
Ciemson Singing Tigers 
Led By Dr. McGarity 
College Bowl Hopefuls 
Will Take Examination 
Tomorrow at one p.m. in room, selected from among those who 
E108 of the arts and sciences \ take the examination. These stu- 
building the college bowl will give I dents will be coached on virtually 
a comprehensive examination, i every field of human knowledge 
This examination is open to all i and will compete each week in 
undergraduate students of Clem-j practice games. It is anticipated 
son who will not have graduated j that these students will find the 
before January of next year.        experience very broadening,  and 
Ten or twelve students will be j well worth the time.     The four 
_
 I who will represent Ciemson will 
be selected from this group. 
The singing Tigers of Ciemson, 
who compose the Ciemson College 
Glee Club are under the able 
leadership of Dr. Hugh McGarity. 
They often participate in singing 
engagements throughout the state. 
This past weekend, the club sang 
for the Appalachian Region, So- 
ciety of American Forester's Con- 
vention held in Greenville. The fol- 
Financial Aid 
Schedule Set 
For Next Year 
box will do, but the real go-getters 
find the heart-shaped boxes most 
effective. Some of these master- 
pieces of decoration have little 
bouquets affixed to their fronts; 
others have dolls, verses, and so 
forth. 
Now the real B.M.O.C. 
for himself just which of 
he thinks will produce the desired 
result. In order to make the best 
decision, he first fixes hi- objec- 
tive firmly in mind. This is of 
utmost importance. Next he must 
take his faculties in council and 
consider the fancies and whims of 
the wench whose head he is try- 
cent    messages.    Therefore,    be     In  order  that sufficient time 
sure you read the fine print be-.be allowed for necessary admin- 
istrative processing it is request 
ed  that applications for finan- 
cial aid be submitted in accord- 
with  the following sched- 
fore you buy. There is some urge 
to let  our poetic gifts come to 
light and pen our own inimita- 
ble style into a valentine. While jance 
I this    practice    is    economically jUle: 
chooses • sotmd in that it is the cheapest j    Scholarships—not 
these  initial investment, it would be- j Feb. 28 
hoove one not to practice this> Loans—NEW: Summer session 
sort of thing "in extrema." We! (first)_not later ^^ April 15 
tend to get carried away by the!Summer   session    (second)—not 
later than May 27, School year, 
Brook Benton Brings 
Ballroom Blues Beat 
By F. A. LAWTON 
Tiger Assistant News Editor 
Midwinters 1962-63, the annual 
winter dance held by the Central 
Dance Associaton, is to be pre- 
sented Friday and Saturday night, 
Feb. 22 and 23. The schedule for 
this year calls for a Friday night 
semi-formal dance, a Saturday 
afternoon concert and a Saturday 
night dance. 
Brook Benton is to be present- 
ed for the Friday night dance 
from 9 p. m. until 1 a. m. Brook 
is well known for his forceful sing- 
ing of blues and sacred songs. At 
the present time he has many 
records which are at the top of 
Scott Orchestra in his perform- 
ance Friday evening. 
Saturday afternoon Dakota 
Staton is to perform in a concert 
from 2:30 until 4:30 p. m. She 
and her trio are a widely publi- 
cized group. The Frankie Scott 
Orchestra will accompany 
group also. 
The dance Saturday night from 
8 until 12 p. m. is to be present- 
ed by two groups, "The Impress- 
ions" and "Skip and The Lime- 
lites". This is to be an informal 
dance. 
be the free baby sitting facilities 
provided for the married students 
by the Ciemson Baptist Church. 
The children of the students need 
only be brought to the church dur- 
ing the dance hours where they 
will be kept by church help in 
this j the nursery. 
Students interested in finding a 
place for his date to stay should 
contact the C.D.A. representative 
selling tickets in the dining hall. 
In the past many of the residents 
of Ciemson have provided a place 
for the dates of the college stud- 
the national hit parade. He is to \ boys and cocktail dresses for the 
The dress for the weekend is: ents to stay. To find out the de- 
to be semi-formal for the first j tails see the C.D.A. member at 
dance with coats and ties for the! dining hall. 
backed up   by the   Frankie 
later   than 
powers of our own inspiration 
and end up saying things we had 
no business even thinking. 
Perhaps the safest approach to 
the whole thing is to make like 
Valentine's never existed.     This ing to sway. 
For  instance,  the   sentimental usually keeps them wondering 
type will prefer a doll or. if she or is it wandering?   Anyway, 
is sensitive, perhaps some verse; 
whereas the come-and-get-me-big- 
I 
have to run. The drugstore closes 
in fifteen minutes. 
1963-64—not later than May 15. 
Loans—RENEWAL—not    later 
than May 17. 
Information regarding loans 
and scholarships and terms of 
loans are available in the Stu- 
dent Financial Aid Office, sec-| 
ond floor of Tillman Hall. Anyj 
questions can also be answered., DAKOTA STATON 
young ladies. The concert will be 
casual. The attire for the Satur- 
day dance will be informal with 
coat and tie for the boys and 
skirt and sweater for the girls. 
Tickets for the dances will be 
sold in the dining hall where the 
dances are to be held, during meal 
hours and will also be sold door 
to door in the dormitories the 
week before the dance by the jun- 
ior staff members of the C.D.A. 
The tickets will cost $4.00 per 
couple Friday night, SI.50 stag or 
drag for the concert, and $4.50 
for the Saturday night dance. A 
block ticket will cost $9.00. 
A new feature for married stud- 
ents on this dance weekend will 
lowing day, the singing Tigers 
sang for the statewide meeting of 
the Society of Architects. The 
Coker Glee Club will be on the 
Ciemson campus during the first 
week of March. The Coker girls 
have always entertained Ciemson 
men with their beautiful voices. 
With them will be the Coker "sex- 
tet" which promises to put on an 
even better show this year than 
last year. 
Pete Spangler, president of the 
Club, and Dr. McGarity have an- 
nounced that this year's Spring 
Tour will encompass four states. 
The entire club looks forward to 
this time. During the Tour, the 
Tigers sing for some of the most 
Professors from virtually every 
department on campus have been 
asked to contribute questions 
from their fields, for the examina- 
tion, and to help coach the group 
that will be selected. According to 
Dr. C. W. Bolen, coach of the 
team, the faculty is cooperating 
100 per cent in this effort. 
The examination, to be given 
Saturday, will consist of one hun- 
dred or more short answer ques- 
tions and will be timed to put em- 
phasis on quick recall of specific 
facts. Some of the fields to be in- 
cluded on the examination are 
science, literature, history, fine 
arts, sports and geography. 
A student may qualify on the 
examination by displaying either a 
broad knowledge of several sub- 
jects or a deep knowledge of one 
or more subjects. Selection for 
the team will be competitive and 
the decision of the coaches will 
beautiful girls in the world. After! ^ final- 
every performance, these youngj Dr. Bolen has said, "If we are 
ladies and the Ciemson Glee j to have the best possible team to 
Clubers get together for some! represent Ciemson we cannot af- 
real "fellowship". All in all, it's! ford to overlook anyone. I certain- 
fun, ly hope that anyone who is in- 
The club's officers have done aPf ffd ^ "*? th*'examination 
fine job this year. They are Presl- |2*f„or not he thmks he  can 
dent, Pete "Yank" Spangler from'    ^^'^  
Philadelphia; Vice President, 
Harold Newman from Salsbury, j 
North Carolina; Business Mana- 
ger, Charles "Claude" Nickolson 
from Wachula, Florida; Secre- 
tary, Bobby Page of Spartan- 
burg; Treasurer, Harold Joys of 
Landrum; Librarian, Jay Phil- 
lips of Darlington 
Movie Given 
For Students 
The Unitel States Marine Corps 
Props man, and Semper Fidelis Society will 
Bill "dimples" Pearson from 
Laurens, Publicity, Larry Wright 
and Ed Alexander, both from 
Charleston, and Weldon Cren- 
shaw of Greer, Pianist. 
THE DIPRESSIQJNS. 
Club News 
The Tiger is available and will- 
ing to print club news which is 
of general interest. We will be 
happy to publish items concern- 
ing important speakers, club ac- 
tivities,  and large-scale projects 
which  affect the  entire  college. 
The   article   should   be   brought 
j to The Tiger office by 9:00 P.M. 
| Monday at the latest if it is to 
] be run on the following Friday. 
present a free movie, "A Force 
in Readiness," to the student 
body at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb- 
ruary 21 in the Chemistry Audi- 
torium. This 25 minute color film, 
narrated by Jack Webb of "The 
DI" fame, is designed to public- 
ly show the capabilities of your 
Marine Corps in amphibious war- 
fare. Immediately following the 
movie, any questions concern- 
ing Marine Corps Officers Pro- 
grams will be answered by Ciem- 
son students who are members of 
these programs. 
The Officers Selection Officer 
for this Area, Captain J. B. Walk- 
er, will be at Ciemson on Feb- 
ruary 26-28. 
The 
"He Roars For 
Tiger 
Clemson College" 
DAVE GUMULA, Editor 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15» 1963 
"You StiU Using That Greasy Kid Stuff?" 
GIRLS Speak Out . . ■ . 
They said this should be anonymous 
because our readers would throw rocks. 
That is no reason — girls get rocks 
thrown at them anyway. Along with 
the rocks are the sooey-sooey and a 
handful of corn. 
Yes, co-eds have a good welcome to 
Clemson. They get whistled at. Boys try 
to pick them up. They are even wel- 
comed with upturned noses as they enter 
and leave the 'Y' . . . but you want co- 
eds. Yes, you really do. 
About one out of every hundred of 
you he-men would dare to take a co-ed 
to a public place. Of course, there is al- 
ways the big Sunday night party—two 
people . . . and our periodicals always 
remember that this is a co-educational 
school and print jokes accordingly . . . 
and we can really be criticized for what 
we do in our spare time. There are so 
many places that girls can go. The re- 
marks we get as wq enter the 'college' 
cafeteria or the 'college' athletic events 
or the 'college' canteen are just what all 
you boys would like your mothers to 
hear. Especially your much - wanted 
cheerleaders are looked up to. 
You always seem to notice the 'sco- 
ed's' appearance. With your lovely t- 
shirts, fogs, jeans, and sneakers you 
seem to be authorities. 
We have to give credit where it is 
due. Therefore, we must admit that 
some Clemson men are really gentle- 
men. We only want to tell you how we 
feel ... 
Mostly Music Or Not? 
Clemson's student radio station 
WSBF has a unique position on the 
campus. It virtually has a monopoly in 
the dormitories unless one strings an 
antenna. For this reason it has a re- 
sponsibility to the students to present 
them with the type of music that they 
like. Considering the scope and diffi- 
culty of this problem, its solution is 
both entertaining and balanced. 
WSBF schedules the type of music 
that interests students at the time it 
would best suit the needs of the stu- 
dents. Thus one finds rock and roll dur- 
ing the afternoon and study music late 
at night. But have you ever tried to 
listen to the study music during the 
evening? 
The music is great but is rather 
scarce. 
Granted, WSBF is a training place for 
"voice projection" over the air and, as 
the saying goes, practice makes perfect. 
But when will the line be drawn be- 
tween the limits of practicing ones well- 
modulated voice over the air and the 
music that supposedly is to be played. 
One of the programs is entitled 
Mostly Music—using just one scheduled 
program as an example—but how many 
production "spots" — join your fabulous 
National Guard, wear your safety belts, 
etc.—are repeated ad nauseam during 
this "mostly music" program? 
All of Clemson's students appreciate 
the work and dedication, that go into 
WSBF but why should study music 
continually be interrupted by a "sooth- 
ing" voice to let us know that this is 
WSBF seven times an hour, and "join 
your National Guard" every other time. 
Why can't some of the production 
"spots" be used at another time and an- 
other place in order to have uninter- 
rupted music by which one can study 
late at night. Voice projection should be 
used only as necessary to identify the 
station once at the required time and to 
give the latest news. Does this make 
sense? 
-infrfc *m*mH*> i ***** PBstrr- 
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Opinion And Reason 
Big Labor Pushes Plan 
To Unionize Workers 
Courage! 
Thanks for the command perform- 
ance last Tuesday night. It shows that 
courageous college students, especially 
"gentlemen," aren't afraid to come out 
into the DARK to shout little witticisms. 
The dark really breeds courage, doesn't 
it? (men?) 
New Semester Offers Chance For Revaluation 
Last week the GAMECOCK carried 
a story regarding academic failure at the 
University of South Carolina. The lead 
paragraph of the story ran thus: 
"New academic regulations put into 
effect in the fall of 1961, affecting upper 
classmen for the first time in the Fall 
of 1962, has resulted in a surprising 
number of 'scholastically ineligible', 
cards being placed in registration ma- 
terials. Reliable sources told 'The Game- 
cock' that over 850 students were 
suspended and approximately 1,800 stu- 
dents were placed on academic proba- 
tion." 
What would happen to the students 
of Clemson if this occurred here? Mr. 
Vickery, through his office and in con- 
tact with other college officials, is slow- 
ly upgrading Clemson's minimum GPR 
for graduation and continued enroll- 
ment. They could take such drastic ac- 
tion as did the Carolina officials but 
have not done so in order to make the 
upgrading as gradual as possible; many 
students would be forced to quit college. 
As the new semester begins it is the 
time for an evaluation of our goals and 
habits. It is fine to make "unbreakable" 
resolutions for the coming semester but, 
realistically, these will probably re- 
main unfulfilled. We must be able to 
admit to our own shortcomings and 
plan accordingly with this in mind. 
Procrastination always sounds the 
death knell of the student but it can be 
avoided, Study each night on a set 
schedule is a horrible thought but, prac- 
tically, it is the only real solution. Plan 
accordingly and study with your faults 
and shortcomings in mind. It is a tre- 
mendously difficult job but it results in 
rewards that will make your stay at 
Clemson a little easier. 
By  FRANK  GENTRY 
Managing Editor 
Heading the list of areas in 
which "big labor" is planning 
its next membership drive is 
South Carolina. This is not just 
the annual "unionize the South 
drive" but is a spare-no-ex- 
pense concentration on six par-r 
ticular areas and 
is headed by the 
ruthless, ener- 
getic boss of 
The. United 
Auto Workers, 
Walter Reuther. 
For some not so 
obvious reasons, 
this plan repre- 
sents a serious 
threat to the economic well- 
being of the state, if not the 
nation. 
The American labor move- 
ment is in trouble today. For 
the past five years total union 
membership has failed to grow 
and the percentage of the work 
force that is unionized has 
steadily decreased. Also the 
recent dock and newspaper 
strikes have lessened the pop- 
ularity of unions, even though 
a President, sympathetic to 
Labor, is in the White House. 
During the past ten years 
South Carolina has enjoyed a 
steady and sometimes spec- 
tacular rise in income, train- 
ing facilities and job oppor- 
tunities. This rise has primar- 
ily been due to the influx of 
new industry and expansion of 
existing industry. Although 
there are many reasons why 
these companies came to South 
Carolina the primary reason 
was to escape Mr. Reuther and 
his powerful political organi- 
zation. 
South Carolinians, by and 
large, have- proven that they 
can learn complicated skills 
while retaining their indepen- 
dent minds. These workers 
have been rewarded with pay 
raises based on merit and the 
success of the companies   in- 
volved has attracted others. 
Sen. Johnston and others 
have argued that unions will 
raise South Carolina incomes. 
This is simply not sound eco- 
nomics. At present in this 
state wage rates are based on 
merit and governed by the laws 
of supply and demand. A 
worker whose skills entitle 
him to a higher wage than he 
receives can change companies, 
and as firms continue to enter 
South Carolina competition 
for employees causes further 
raises. These raises reflect in- 
creased productive capacities 
of the workers, and represent 
a real increase in wealth. 
In sharp contrast, wage in- 
creases under the union situa- 
tion are determined by the 
relative strength , of the com- 
pany and union. The less pro- 
ductive worker gets the same 
benefits as his more valuable 
counterpart. In some cases the 
battle for higher wages, which 
the firm cannot afford, drives 
the firm to automation or out 
of business destroying jobs. In 
any case raises won' through 
unions are more fancied than 
Talk Of The Town 
real; if a strike is necessary 
many days' wages are lost, if 
not the union may still tax 
away gains through dues and 
assessments (recently allowed). 
Any gain which is not preced- 
ed by increased productivity 
can at best change the relative 
place of the workers in the 
wage picture, no new wealth 
exists, and inflation occurs. 
It is no wonder that South 
Carolina is a thorn in the side 
of Mr. Reuther. South Caro- 
lina holds the upper hand in 
its battle to attract the indus- 
tries and jobs that Mr. Reu- 
ther has driven out Of their old 
homes. This advantage will 
pass entirely overseas if "big 
labor" is allowed to follow our 
badgered industries here. In 
the face of pressure from the 
unions and the labor controlled 
administration, South Caro- 
lina's workers must stand firm 
for their own prosperity. The 
alternate can be quite clearly 
seen in the depressed areas of 
West Virginia where the Unit- 
ed Mine Worker forced coal to 
automate or price itself out of 
the market. 
Bethea's Brainstorm 
Meets Little Support 
From This Corner It Looks Like 
"Scarce" Hardly Describes These Facilities 
By BILL  SCHACHTE 
Tiger Columnist 
Our campus will be further 
enhanced this coming Septem- 
ber by the opening of another 
new dormitory. The enchanc- 
ing element involving this new 
dormitory is that it will be a 
Women's Residence Hall. Now, 
I must confess that I'm no 
architect and I know very 
little about structural design; 
however, there are a few items 
concerning this particular 
building which strike me as 
being a little absurd. 
There will be forty-eight 
young ladies on each of the 
three residence levels. The 
plans call for twenty-four 
rooms per level with two stu- 
dents sharing each room. The 
rooms will be ll'-9%" x 16'- 
3%" and will be separated one 
from the other by 2%" of 
"plaster and paint." The ceil- 
ings are to be constructed 
with some kind of   acoustical 
plaster. 
As for bath room facilities, 
get a load of this: forty-eight 
(48) girls to SHARK twelve 
(12) sinks; forty-eight (48) 
girls to share (4) showers and 
four (4) tubs; forty-eight (48) 
girls to share eight (8) toilets. 
I don't imagine that SCARCE 
is a word which would ade- 
quately describe the provisions 
for our coeds'-blush-personal 
necessities. Perhaps someone 
connected with Hallman and 
Weems, the architects for the 
dormitory could enlighten us 
on the matter. 
To change the subject just a 
tad. . .There has been another 
rash of fire works displays on 
campus. By the time this pa- 
per hits the Loggia Friday 
morning, there will be three 
more students on campus re- 
striction or room arrest for 
shooting fire-eracKers. George 
Davis, Gene Austin, Buz Bird 
and myself comprise the De- 
fense Counsel for the High 
Court; and believe me fellows, 
there just isn't too much we 
can work with when someone 
has been caught either shoot- 
ing fire works or having them 
in his possession. 
If the matter of adhering to 
a certain Student Regulation 
doesn't suit your fancy, the 
next time you're tempted to 
"heave a cracker" — consider 
the almost inevitable, results. 
Six weeks campus restriction 
is a heavy price to pay for a 
little bit of noise. If you don't 
believe me, ask someone who's 
now paying the price. Psychol- 
ogists claim that fire-crackers 
are about par for the course 
for boys between the ages of 
nine to fifteen. HOW ABOUT 
IT, MEN? 
Turning to Capitol Hill. . . 
Another battle is developing 
over the "wordy" Congression- 
al Record. Legislation has al- 
ready been put into the hop- 
per which would "require 
typographical devices to be 
used to distinguish words actu- 
ally spoken on the floor of the 
House from words which were. 
not." Under present practice, 
remarks may be "revised and 
extended" and inserted in the 
Congressional Record despite 
not being actually delivered. 
Last week, Senator Sam J. 
Ervin (NO introduced a fili- 
buster kit to the Senate. It 
contained seven volumes of 
the Congressional Record, five 
pounds of civil rights bills, one 
Bible and a ruler. Erwin said 
this was to show that "Holy 
Writ" took less words and pa- 
per than bills and speeches on 
civil rights in the Senate in 
one year. 
Senator Erwin's remarks 
bring to mind the saying: 
"The only place ends still meet 
Is on the gridiron." 
By CECIL HUEY 
Tiger Columnist 
During the recent legislative 
wheeling and dealing concern- 
ing the Harvey Gantt situation, 
J. W. "Red" Bethea of Dillion, 
as unyielding. as the Rock of 
Gibralter, insisted on continu- 
ously putting in his two cents 
worth — usually worth about 
:two cents. Be- 
lthea advocated 
i the closing of 
jclemson and 
| student demon- 
; strations and 
f blasted anyone 
\ connected with 
[the admittance 
[of Gantt. 
Apparently in 
the midst of this hot air, he 
failed to recollect the recent 
infamous Mississippi incident 
as the utter futility of peaceful 
efforts of preventing the inte- 
gration of Clemson. He • ap- 
parently considered himself the 
last shining Knight, valiantly 
battling for honor in purity of 
the South. 
Undoubtedly, Mr. Bethea 
considered his actions as wise 
and judicious moves, but, his 
proposals were greeted by a 
little ridicule, disgust, and no 
support — especially his pro- 
posal to close Clemson. 
Rep. Bethea's latest brain- 
storm—to limit the number of 
out-of-state students at state 
supported schools to 12%% of 
the total number — appears 
worthy of about the same re- 
ception. Perhaps, Mr. Bethea 
feels that these out-of-state 
students are depriving some 
South Carolinians of an edu- 
cation;  perhaps he feels these 
Point Of View 
Censorship At Clemson — 
Minister Bans "Playboy" 
By ZALIN B. GRANT 
Editorial Columnist 
Sitting in the atmospheric confines of Nick's Beer 
Parlor the other afternoon, paying tribute to Falstaff, 
it suddenly occurred to me that I was reading a cen- 
sored magazine. 
The magazine, Playboy, was banished 
from the racks of Martin's Drug Store by 
a Clemson minister, according to drug 
store officials. The censorship of this 
magazine quite vividly points out the 
ridiculous flavor that censorship has 
taken on in America. 
Why did the Clemson censor not ban 
the pulps that line the same magazine rack which 
literally ooze with sex and violence? 
A censor, says Webster's unabridged, is "one who 
acts as an overseer of morals and conduct; especially, 
an official empowered to examine written or printed 
matter, as . . . magazines, etc., in order to forbid pub- 
lication, circulation or representation if it contains 
anything objectionable. 
Present day censorship, perhaps because it invests ° 
in an individual omnipotent power as an "overseer 
of morals" has  become whimsical and hypocritical. 
And Playboy here stands simply as a symbol of such 
local censorship. 
The principles of Playboy and its editorial credo 
have been recently spelled out in a three part series by 
the magazine's editor, Hugh Hefner. Hefner main- 
tains that there has been a sexual revolution in Amer- 
ica and that much of the "puritan prudishness and 
hypocrisy of the past" was buried in the dust of the 
revolution which involved newspapers, movies, tele- 
vision, books and magazines alike. 
This may be so, but the prudishness and hypocrisy 
that is left in America has come under the protective   - 
care of what is obviously warped censors. 
On one extreme there is the case of Tarzan and 
Jane. Last year the overseer of morals in a Texas, 
community wanted to ban the novels of Edgar Rice 
Burroughs from a public library because Tarzan and 
Jane had never been married. They were living out 
of wedlock said the censors. 
Then transversing the scale, there is the case of 
"Lady Chatterley's Lover." Granted, this book is not 
exactly book-of-the-month material, but did it rate, 
the distinction of censorship when other novels, such 
as "Forbidden Love," a tale of lesbianism, decorate 
nearly every book stand with impunity. 
And in the field of movies the same warped kind 
of censorship exists. Movies, in the past couple of 
years, have been given a tremendous leeway in deal- 
ing with formerly taboo subjects. Seldom are there^ 
any really good movies today in the sense of acting 
and production that do not deal with nymphomania, 
homosexuality, incest, dope addiction or prostitution. 
These topics hit different people different ways. 
And the Supreme Court has ruled that realism or art 
can be interpreted as obscenity if it offends the aver- 
age man's sense of propriety. So the censors become 
involved in determining what constitutes the average 
man's sense of propriety—an impossibility! 
A logical way of approaching the problem of cen-: 
sorship would be to elect a board of censors for the■■:. 
nation and let the present day bunch of phonies who 
pose as censors concern themselves with censoring 
television commercials. 
Students Arise! 
I can content myself with reading contraband, 
copies of the magazine for the rest of the semester 
but for those who would like to have a cause to fight 
for that sublimely equals Ban the Bomb or Down with 
Integration, I suggest we organize a campaign to bring 
Playboy to Clemson. 
Pickets could be thrown up around churches and 
around the drug store; placards could be made: No 
Censorship Without Representation! Give Us Playboy - 
or Give Us Girls! 
The campaign has unlimited possibilities. 
students should not be aided 
in their education by the 
state; or perhaps he feels that 
the Northern students in this 
group were a factor in Gantt's 
peaceful enrollment at Clem- 
son. 
As for the first possibility, 
no qualified students are turn- 
ed away from state supported 
schools. The only way to ad- 
mit more South Carolina stu- 
dents would be to lower the 
entrance requirements, which 
would only increase the num- 
ber of drop outs or possibly 
lower the standards of educa- 
tion. 
The idea that South Carolina 
should not pay for the educa- 
tion of students of other states 
is worthy of a little support. 
However, these, students., have 
to pay substantially higher tu- 
ition rates. The same thing 
holds true in revenue' for 
South Carolinians attending 
other state supported schools. 
After considering Rep. Be- 
thea's stand on integration it 
seems reasonable and highly 
possible that the third possi- 
bility is the real motive be- 
hind this proposal. Rep. Be- 
thea must feel that South Car- 
olina students would be more 
reluctant to admit Negroes if 
the influence of students from 
' other states already accus- 
tomed to integration was not 
present. 
Mr. Bethea's latest idea is 
nothing more than a subtle at- 
tempt to fight the inevitable. 
This latest proposal ranks in 
merit right along with the 
proposal to close Clemson. 
Both can be accorded the same 
pseudonym — baloney. 
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Tips For Better Bridge 
S-JIOY 
H-AQ83 
D-A8 
0-AQJ9 
S- Q<o2, 
H- KJ095 
D- k)032 
G-KS 
By MIKE McKEE 
Tiger Feature Writer 
West  North East   South 
Pass 1 Club Pass  1 Spade 
Pass 2 No Trump  Pass 3 Spades 
Pass  4 Spades       Pass  Pass 
Pass 
Opening   lead:    The   deuce   of 
hearts 
When West leads the deuce of 
hearts and the Queen is played 
from dummy, you, playing East, 
tak'e the trick. 
Since South played the Queen 
from dummy he probably does 
not have the Jack. Therefore, 
partner's lead was probably from 
three to the Jack, which leaves 
South' with only two to start 
with. This will mean that you 
will get no more heart tricks. 
If you analyze the bidding, you 
■will realize that in spite of 
North's powerful second bid 
South made no attempt to go 
beyond game. This indicates 
that he probably has nothing 
except the Ace and king of 
Spades in a five card suite. 
Now analyze your prospects to 
defeat the contract. With only 
eight trumps South will take the 
Spade finesse. Therefore, you 
will get no spade tricks, one 
heart trick, one diamond trick 
and- one club trick. In other 
words, the contract will be ful- 
filled. Your only chance is to 
talk South out of taking the 
spade 'finesse. 
There is only one way you can 
do this and that is to make 
South think that if he loses the 
finesse you will ruff something. 
Naturally, the chances of this 
little piece of deception working 
are very much improved if he 
thinks you are already short in 
the suite you appear to be try- 
ing to ruff. Since your shortest 
suit is clubs, you should make 
him think you are trying to ruff 
a club because he can probably 
look at his hand and the dum- 
my and tell that you are short in 
clubs. 
Therefore, at trick two lead 
| your eight of clubs. Now this ap- 
pears to be stupid unless you 
have a singleton club and you 
expect your partner to have a 
chance to get in the lead before 
all your trumps have been pull- 
jed. 
Now declarer analyzes the 
i lead. If you had the Queen of 
I spades, you could not very well 
I expect your partner to get in the 
lead before your trumps are pull- 
ed. Besides you cannot possibly 
have the King of clubs. There- 
fore, his best chance appears to 
be to lay down his Ace and King 
of Spades. If he does not catch 
West's Queen, then he had to 
lose it anyway along with a dia- 
mond and a heart. If he does 
catch it, he makes five spades, 
since he knows that West has 
the Kin gof Clubs. However, if 
the finesse loses, then he must 
lose to the Queen of Spades, the 
the King of Clubs. However, if 
diamonds as well as having you 
ruff a good club. Therefore, he 
will play his Ace and King of 
spades and then take the club 
finesse. Now you take one trick 
in each suite and defeat the 
contract by one trick. 
From: Spotlight on Card Play 
By: Darvas and Lukacs 
Courtin' In Clemson 
By EABLE SMITH 
Tiger Feature Writer 
Perhaps one of the most impor- 
tant and influential love affairs 
of South Carolina's illustrious his- 
tory was that of Thomas Green 
Clemson and Anna Maria Cal- 
houn. 
While Clemson was living in 
Washington, D. C, he met Miss 
Anna Maria Calhoun, the eldest 
daughter of John C. Calhoun. Miss 
Calhoun was visiting her father in 
Washington at this time. It is said 
that they met through a mutual 
friend, Miss Harriat Lane, niece 
of James Buchannan. Miss Lane 
told Clemson that she wanted him 
to meet a friend of hers from 
South Carolina. Clemson, with 
true Clemson spirit, agreed to 
meet the girl but remarked (again 
with the true Clemson spirit) that 
be was a confirmed bachelor and 
that the woman whom he would 
marry had not been born. 
Clemson Swallows Pride 
After having met the young 
Southern Belle, however, Clem- 
son was a changed man. An ex- 
tensive and exciting, but one-sided 
courtship ensued. Poor Thomas 
swallowed his pride and develop- 
ed that humility which is charac- 
teristic to all young men who 
have made the unfortunate deci- 
sion that they are in love. His 
formerly loud boasting and brag- 
ging was quickly forgotten, and 
an atomosphere assumed. Yes, 
Thomas was "hooked" so to 
speak. 
During the course of the next 
few months, he wrote many let- 
ters to Uie young Southern Miss. 
Finally, after having written 
twelve letters to no avail, he got 
a stamped bit of encouragement, 
and from then on he slowly won 
a battle which he was supposed to 
have won all the time. His ardent 
wooing finally overcame the feign- 
ed indifference of Anna Maria, 
and he won her for his bride soon 
thereafter. Both families were 
very happy about the decision of 
the two. On November 13, 1838, 
Thomas Green Clemson and Anna 
Maria Calhoun were married at 
Fort Hill, South Carolina. 
This marriage, it has been said, 
united the differing sections in 
South Carolina and resulted in the 
great political power of John C. 
Calhoun, Clemson's father-in-law. 
The marriage also is responsible, 
both directly and indirectly, for 
the economic success of this State 
both in that time and in the pre- 
sent. 
Tigers Scold Suzzy 
As if to continue this tradition 
of great lovers, all Clemson Col- 
lege men have come to be known 
as such. Throughout the history 
of Clemson College its young men 
have been considered "the Gentle- 
men of the South". Their charm 
and finesse have become a con- 
stant threat to the would-be Cassa- 
novas of colleges throughout South 
Carolina and neighboring states. 
This is exemplified by the case of 
"The mixed-up 'Dear John letter' 
from Suzzy" with which Clemson 
men are all familiar. This "case" 
drew national acclaim in that 
some of the details were published 
in papers through-out the nation. 
In the beginning Clemson men 
were somewhat hindered by the 
military program of the school. 
No one was allowed to have a car, 
if he were rich enough to come 
by one, and week-end passes and 
furloughs were few and far be- 
tween. Undaunted by these terri- 
fic odds, however, the men did the 
best they could with what, they 
had. The mailmen wera over- 
worked with the tremendous vol- 
ume of mail going to and from 
Clemson. 
Every regiment and Club had a 
sponsor. These sponsors were not 
of the masculine gender of course. 
They were chosen by the group 
concerned which afforded some 
compensation to the lonely cadets. 
As a matter of fact the cadets 
secured permission to have an 
"Honorary Colonel" and brought 
up numerous beauties to be judg- 
ed for this esteemed honor by the 
faculty. 
Dances Increase 
As Clemson College progressed 
in years, the strict Military re- 
gime slackened to a slight degree 
and dances became more numer- 
ous. With the organization of the 
C.D.A., Clemson became knowa 
for its fine dances. Sometimes in 
excess of four-hundred girls were 
brought up for these dances. This 
was considered quite a large 
amount at that time. 
It was during this time that the 
tradition began of the girl getting 
her transportation to Clemson, 
and her date finding a place for 
her to stay after she got there. 
It was also during this time that 
an elderly lady offered the use 
of her home as a place for the 
dates to stay. 
Soon the different organizations 
(Continued on page 6) 
Melancholy Valentine 
By JOHN FOWLER 
Tiger Feature Writer 
"Melancholy valentine, — Tear- 
stained, red, like last night's 
wine;—I wish I may, I wish I 
might—Have thee shuffled out of 
sight. —Out of sight and out of 
mind, —Melancholy valentine." 
He was full to the brim with 
words, and they spilled over fas- 
ter than one could write them 
down, if one had cared to write 
at a time like this. If the words 
came fast, the idea behind them 
was fast in coming too, and it 
will be a long time before it 
passes away. This story is a fab- 
rication as far as the words go, 
but the idea—take ahold of the 
idea if you please. It is the truth. 
My friend had been moody all 
day. Now he tried to smile as 
he turned towards me. He tried 
it like a new hat he thought he 
liked unto he looked in the mir- 
ror and saw it on his head. It 
looked strained and a little fool- 
ish. I guess he thought talking 
might relieve something inside 
somewhere. On the table before 
us he placed a valentine, a little 
crumpled red one with pink spots 
on it. It had just begun to fade. 
Then he began. 
"Let me tell you about Stoney. 
That's not her real name. But 
she was a girl, even if some of 
the fellows did call her Turn- 
pike. You know, not a curve in 
sight. I always called her Stoney 
though. It's hard to say just why 
I gave her that name, except 
that it fits her well." Here he 
paused and deliberately wrote 
the name on a piece of paper in 
front of him, using gaunt gothic 
letters. That was when I noticed 
the "e". "It must have been the 
look on her face that suggested 
the name. 
"Stoney was my first girl- 
friend. It all started back in the 
ninth grade. You remember the 
ninth grade, how it was. I mean 
I had had other girlfriends be- 
fore then, but they never made 
me feel like Stoney did. She was 
my very own first grade-A girl- 
friend. 
"It all happened in algebra. 
Algebra class, that is. She sat 
right in front of me. I didn't 
have too high an opinion of alge- 
bra at the time, but it was poly- 
nomials that really did it. You 
see, I mortally hated polynom- 
ials," as he reached for my dic- 
tionary. "You know what it 
means? Here, it says: polynom- 
ial—from two Greek words. Poly 
meaning 'many' and nomial 
meaning 'mistakes'." We both 
laughed. 
UTTLE HAN ON CAMPUS 
Campus Personality 
Initiative Advocated 
By Foreign Student 
By CLARKE  PLAXCO 
Tiger Feature Writer 
One of Clemson's foreign stu- 
dents hasn't found Clemson so 
barren as many of us Americans 
have. Tony Camps-Campins at- 
tended a non co-ed school in his 
native Trinidad. At home he at- 
tended St. Mary's College, which 
is equivalent to our high schools. 
A choice of two curriculums is 
available at this school. A stu- 
dent may follow either a science 
curriculum or studies in the hu- 
manities. Tony chose the former 
and therefore took an abundance 
of scientific courses. Not only did 
he take Chemistry, Physics, and 
ISA  Presents 
Trinidad's Many Faces 
By  TONY  CAMPS-CAMPINS 
President-ISA 
There is a chain of sun-bathed 
islands that form an-archipelago 
between Florida and South 
America, forming part of the 
Spanish Main, or what, in less 
romanticized terms, make up 
the West Indies. At the bottom 
of this chain, Trinidad lies just 
ten miles off the coast of Vene- 
zuela. 
Trinidad's past is as colorful 
as Jts scenery. It was first dis- 
covered by Columbus on his 
thiad voyage in 1498, who claim- 
ed it for Spain. It remained a 
Spanish possession until 1797, at 
which time we see England, who 
had already claimed most of the 
West Indies planting firmly the 
British flag. A quick glance at a 
history book of this period re- 
veals that the French Revolution 
was already initiated and that 
the bourgeoise claimed France 
from the nobility. All of these 
noblesse, realizing that the guil- 
otine was a pretty bad deal, took 
refuge in the West Indies, focus- 
ing- their immigration in Haiti, 
Trinidad, Guadeloupe and Mar- 
itnique. Further additions of 
Africans, Indians and Chinese, 
as laborers, completes the very 
cosmopolitan population that 
Trinidad boasts. 
Trinidad is a very industrial- 
ized island with natural re- 
sources of oil and asphalt. The 
asphalt is obtained in raw state 
from an apparently inexhaust- 
able lake of molten pitch cover- 
ing approximately 90 acres. Agri- 
culture is carried out extensive- 
ly,  the main crops being sugar, 
CLEMSON 
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cacao, coffee,  and copra. 
But the main export is the 
popular calypso. Americans 
know the sophisticated Belafonte 
version of Calypso. The authen- 
tic calypso is quite different in 
that it is more earthly, less 
flowery, less romantic and all 
too suggestive for the many 
tourists that flow through our 
shores. Belafonte sings the 
calypso of the 18th and 19th 
centuries, which expresses, 
somewhat naively, the oppressed 
feelings of the Negro slaves to 
French and Spanish type melo- 
dies giving their African synco- 
pation. The Calypso is a haunt- 
ing melodic rhythm and is the 
pulse beat of Trinidad and of 
the entire West Indies. 
On August 31st 1962, Trinidad 
saw   the end of the    legendary 
colonial days. Trinidad, together 
with a smaller adjoining island 
Tobago     became     independent 
probably setting the world rec- 
ord of the smallest independent 
country.  Trinidadians look to a 
bright future. They  will  accept 
the inevitable growing pains of 
a young  country  but  they will 
do so with deep founded faith in 
one another.    They realize that 
they stand   as an excellent   ex- 
ample to the world of a peaceful! 
co-existence    of a polyglot    so- 
ciety. Something of a unique cul-1 
ture    has    emerged    from    this | 
colorful mixture. Trinidad today 
possesses French charm,  and is | 
Latin in character, with both set | 
to the dynamic beat that Africa 
has fused into the music of lower 
North America and Central and 
South America. 
Biology, but Tony also had Latin, 
French, English, and English Lit- 
erature. Differing from our sys- 
tem, he took all these courses 
every year rather than (for ex- 
ample) Chemistry one and physics 
the next. 
English   Predominates 
All classes were taught in Eng- 
lish, which is considered the of- 
ficial language of Trinidad even 
though the people are of Oriental, 
French, Spanish, English, and 
Negro origin. Only recently has 
Trinidad become a republic, 
formerly being part of the British 
Commonwealth. 
Like almost all students Tony 
says that if he had applied him- 
self he would have felt better pre- 
pared for college, adding that his 
school had adequately prepared 
him. 
More Opportunity 
Tony feels that there is more 
opportunity for education in the 
United States than there is in 
Trinidad, commenting that there 
are seven children in his family 
and he is the only one to attend 
college. Asked how he happen- 
ed to hear about Clemson, he re- 
plied that our school had been 
suggested to him by a counseling 
service. 
Tony is a third year architec- 
ture student and feels that archi- 
tecture is a very fulfilling pro- 
fession. He has always liked to 
draw and paint and has "wanted 
to be an architect ever since I 
can remember." American Arch- 
itecture he has found to be more 
formal and solemn than that of 
Trinidad. He added that the cli- 
mate, of course, had a lot to do 
Tony Carries -Campins 
with many of the problems in 
the United States. Tony finds the 
buildings of Trinidad much more 
colorful than ours. When he fin- 
ishes his schooling here, Tony 
plans to return to Trinidad where 
there is a great future for an 
architect. 
Enjoys Concerts 
Taking advantage of all the op- 
portunities offered to him, Tony 
has attended all the concerts at 
Clemson. He enjoys these con- 
certs very much and remarked 
that he wished there were more 
of them. Tony regrets that more 
students don't attend the concert 
series. He says that he and 
some of the other foreign stu- 
dents have come to realize the 
lack of initiative displayed by 
many students from the United 
States. He can't understand why 
students won't take advantage of 
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the many opportunities offered to 
them. Tony also feels that calling 
the roll for classes should be un- 
necessary. He says that attend- 
ance should not be a require- 
ment but that students should 
have the initiative to seek an 
education. 
Versatile 
Tony enjoys music very much 
and plays the piano and ukulele. 
Being from Trinidad, his favor- 
ite type of music is calypso 
Water sports seem to be Tony's 
(Continued on page 6) 
"I made many mistakes with 
polynomials. Stoney was one of 
my better mistakes. Instead of 
falling into the traps of those 
polynomials, I fell in love with 
Stoney. Every morning at nine 
my reverie began. For days I sat 
there and gazed at the back of 
her head. Now, always before I 
would' have pulled her hair. I 
couldn't tell you why, but this 
time I did nothing of the sort. In- 
stead I reached out and touch- 
ed it. Just so soft, casually I 
scraped my fingers against her 
full curls. I knew then I was 
hooked. 
"It was spring. That may 
sound too poetic, but poetic or 
not it really was spring. The 
first time I ever remember sing- 
ing, I mean deep down inside 
singing, was passing her house 
after school one beautiful day in 
April. I must have been closer 
than to levitation than I ever will j 
be again. I was really walking on | 
air. I saw myself fighting duels 
over her honor. I saw myself 
bleeding and dying blissfully for 
her. Man, I was real gone." 
Here he paused as if he were 
going to stop, but after a few se- 
conds he continued. "Now don't 
think that this was a one-sided 
affair. Let me tell you now that 
Stoney knew, and marvelously 
she was in love with me. She 
told me so. You see, I asked her. 
It was naive and should never 
have worked, but it did. One day 
in that algebra class I mustered 
up all the courage I could find 
and then some, and nonchalant- 
ly as I could I tapped her on the 
shoulder. When she turned around 
I got kind of shaky but decided 
now yas no time to back out. 
So I whispered: 'Do you love 
me?' She answered yes and I 
tell you angels never sounded 
better. I know it was a dumb 
thing to do. By all rights I should 
have received a slap or at least 
a little ridicule. From that day 
until now I ha e been an ardent 
apostle of intuition. 
"Our beautiful romance ended, 
I know not when or why. I just 
remember feeling one day that 
we were not in love any more. 
It was a golden time and I did 
not pause to analyze it. Tempus 
fugit." 
He then stopped and said some- 
thing under his breath which sur- 
prised me greatly. I think he 
said: "This funny facade ill con- 
ceals what truth within the heart 
reveals." At any rate, he kept 
his outward composure and con- 
tinued. 
"Now Stoney is grown up and 
the guys at the drugstore don't 
call her Turnpike anymore. I 
still remember her birthday and 
sometimes I send her a funny 
card. If she heard us talking I 
wouldn't be surprised if she 
died laughing. I wouldn't have it 
any other way. I have been laugh- 
ing all these years now," my 
poor friend concluded. "Sure." I 
was speechless. It was the first 
and last time I ever saw him 
cry. 
•A \NO&> Of \WZHlHCt—Trll£ FTZE-M6P ZTUPeHT SOlS&£ 
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Students Not Living; Afraid To Die 
pie play dead to life and con- 
flict? Why do people play alive 
by alcohol, speed or sex? 
As the author of Ecclesiastes 
wrote, the labors of men appear 
to be vanity—to be futile. The 
fruits of life and struggle so 
often appear to be wasted. "And 
I thought the dead who are al- 
ready dead more fortunate than 
the living who are still alive, 
but better than both is he who 
has not seen the evil deeds that 
are done under the sun." (Ec- 
clesiastes 4:2f.) 
But in spite of the threat of 
nothingness that leads men to 
do nothing, there is a promise. 
This promise of the Gospel is, 
in the words of LIFE, "that 
human history has an Author 
and a plot, with a meaningful, 
not a meaningless, end." In this 
faith a person can spend his life 
(Continued on page 6) 
MILTON  CRUM,  JR. 
Episcopal Chaplain 
In a survey of his students, a 
college teacher asked three ques- 
tions. To the question, "Why 
are you in college?", the an- 
swers were to "learn to get along 
with people." To the question, 
"What do you want?", the an- 
swers were to be "safe" and 
"acceptable". The third ques- 
tion asked the students whether 
there was anything for which 
they would be willing to die. The 
answers were "No". In a sum- 
mary description of his students 
the professor said, "Their 'real 
life' consisted of doing nothing 
energetically and doing it in a 
totally routine way." 
Why do persons with energy 
and ability "play it cool" by 
withdrawing into a sort of sus- 
pended animation? Why do peo- 
On Campus woh M&Mnan 
{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.) 
THE CURSE OF THE CAMPUS: NO. 1 
Hate me if you will, but I must speak. We college types are 
far too complacent. Sure, we've got plenty to be proud of. 
We've got atom smashers, we've got graduate schools, we've got 
new peaks in scholarship, new highs in academic honors. And yet, 
in the midst of these triumphs, we have failed dismally to make 
any progress in solving the oldest and most horrendous of all 
campus problems: we've still got roommates. 
To be sure, all roommates are not bad. There is the well- 
documented case of Hilquit Glebe, a student at the Manhattan 
College of Agriculture, majoring in curds and whey, who ad- 
mitted publicly that he actually liked his roommate—an odd 
admission when you consider that this roommate, Mervis 
Trunz by name, was frankly not too winsome a fellow. He 
practiced his tympani in his room, he kept an alligator, and he 
collected airplane tires. 
But, on the other hand, Mervis bought two packs of Marlboro 
Cigarettes every day and gave one of them to Hilquit and—I ask 
you—who can stay mad at a man who gives you Marlboro 
Cigarettes? Who, upon tasting that flavorful blend of Marlboro 
tobaccos, upon drawing through that pure white Marlboro filter, 
upon exulting in this best of all possible cigarettes, Marlboro— 
who, I say, can harden his heart against his neighbor? Certainly 
not Hilquit. Certainly not I. Certainly not you, as you will find 
when you scurry to your nearest tobacconist and buy a supply. 
Marlboros come in soft pack or Flip-Top Box. Tobacconists 
come in small, medium, and large. 
Erik the Red had no choice-but Vitalis with V-7 
will keep your hair neat all day without grease. 
Naturally. V-7 is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis® 
with V-7® fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness 
keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try Vitalis today' 
lodarMyt 
But I digress. Roommates, I say, are still with us and I 
fear they always will be, so we better learn how to get along 
with them. It can be done, you know. Take, for instance, the 
classic case of Dolly Pitcher and Molly Madison. 
Dolly and Molly, roommates at a prominent Midwestern 
girls' school (Vassar) had a problem that seemed insoluble. Dolly 
could only study late at night, and Molly could not stay awake 
past nine o'clock. If Dolly kept the lights on, the room was too 
bright for Molly to sleep. If Molly turned the lights off, the 
room was too dark for Dolly to study. What to do? 
Well sir, those two intelligent American kids found an an- 
swer. They got a miner's cap for Dolly! Thus, she had enough 
light to study by, and still the room was dark enough for 
Molly to sleep. 
It must be admitted, however, that this solution, ingenious 
as it was, had some unexpected sequelae. Dolly got so en- 
chanted with her miner's cap that she switched her major from 
18th Century poetry to mining and metallurgy. Shortly after 
graduation she had what appeared to be a great stroke of luck: 
while out prospecting, she discovered what is without question 
the world's largest feldspar mine. This might have made Dolly 
very rich except that nobody, alas, has yet discovered a use for 
feldspar. Today Dolly, a broken woman, squeezes out a meagre 
living making echoes for tourists in Mammoth Cave. 
Nor has Molly fared conspicuously better. Once Dolly got 
the miner's hat, Molly was able to catch up on her long-lost 
sleep. She woke after eight days, refreshed and vigorous—more 
vigorous, alas, than she realized. It was the afternoon of the 
annual Dean's tea. Molly stood in line with her classmates, 
waiting to shake the Dean's hand. At last her turn came, and 
Molly, full of strength and health, gave the Dean a firm hand- 
shake—so firm, indeed, that all five of the Dean's knuckles 
were permanently fused. 
The Dean sued for a million dollars, and, of course, won. To- 
day Molly, a broken woman, is paying off her debt by walking 
the Dean's cat every afternoon for ten cents an hour. 
© 1963 Max Sholmaa 
We, the makers of Marlboro and the sponsors of this column, 
will not attempt to expertize about roommates. But we 
will tell you about a great pocket or purse mate—Marlboro 
Cigarettes'—fine tobacco, fine filter, fine company always* 
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Clemson In North-South Doubleheader 
Tigers Tackle Wolf pack Today; Big Don MahQffey For Two 
Play North Carolina Tomorrow 
This weekend, Clemson,   along and  by  a 64-48  margin  in  the 
with South Carolina, North Caro- 
lina, and N. C. State will partici- 
pate in the annual North-South 
doubleheader to be held in Char- 
lotte, N. C. The South Carolina 
teams will play the North Caro- 
lina teams, with each playing 
one on the opening night and 
then switching opponents for the 
Saturday night action. 
In the first game Friday 
night, South Carolina will meet 
North Carolina. This game will 
be followed immediately by the 
Clemson-N.C. State tussle. On 
Saturday, South Carolina again 
starts the action, by playing N. 
C. State in the first game, 
after which Clemson will meet 
North Carolina. 
As far as Clemson is concern- 
ed, they will be looking for re- 
venge on both counts, as they 
were beaten by one point by N. 
C. State in the   first   encounter, 
WANTED 
ambitious young man 
with jewelry sales ability 
for growing student en- 
terprise. Top profits or 
commission available. 
For further details write: 
Box 28303 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
Greenville, S. C. 
North Carolina game. These were 
the first two games of the season 
for Clemson and the Tigers have 
come a long way since this as 
their seven game winning streak 
now indicates. 
N. C. State has also improved, 
as they lost by only one point to 
Duke last weekend. The Wolf- 
pack has been dropped into fifth 
place in the ACC behind the re- 
surgent Tigers and will be out to 
do something about that situation 
on Friday night. 
The Wolfpack is led by its 
guards Jon Speaks and Ken 
Rohloff. Speaks did most of the 
damage to the Tigers in the 
first meeting between the two 
clubs. The forwards will pro- 
bably be Pete Auksel and Jim 
Whitfield. Both of these boys 
are around 6'5" and ably assist 
John Key in the rebounding for 
State. The strong point of this 
club is the fact that it is coach- 
ed by the old master Everett* 
Case, who knows how to get 
the  best  out  of  his  material. 
North Carolina, Clemson's Sat- 
urday night opponent, is current- 
ly in third place in the ACC, with 
a 6-3 conference record. In their 
last outing, they dropped a one 
point decision to Wake Forest. 
The leader of the Tar Heels is 
6'5" sophomore forward Bill Cun- 
ningham, whom North Carolin- 
ians are claiming is the schools 
next ail-American. Indeed he 
seems worthy\ as he is the con- 
ference's leading rebounder with 
conference. The other two play- 
ers will probably be Ray Repass 
and Charlie Shaffer. Bryan Mc- 
Sweeney will also be seeing a 
great deal of action for the Tar 
Heels. 
South Carolina will probab- 
ly be the weakest school in the 
double header, as they are 
very short on height. Their 
tallest man is only 6'4". The 
Gamecocks are led by Scottie 
Ward, the ACC's leading free 
throw shooter, and by Forward 
•Ronnie Collins. 
If Clemson  could   by   chance 
a 15 rebound average,   and   the ! sweep the double header, there is 
ACC's second scorer, with  a 20 
point average. 
Another strong point, for the 
Tar Heels is the guard play < of 
Larry Brown and Yogi Poteet, 
along with Mike Cooke. These 
are three of the finest ball-hand- 
ling and shooting guards in the 
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a good chance that they could 
wind up in third place in the 
ACC. On the other hand, if they 
lose both games, they could wind 
up around six or seventh. The 
Tigers are in fourth place now, 
for one of the few times in the 
history of the ACC. It will be in- 
teresting this weekend to see 
how these lofty heights effect the 
Tigers. 
Morris Mikkelsen, student 
body president at Iowa State 
University,' Ames, teamed with 
another student to dribble a 
basketball the 36 miles from 
Ames to Veterans Memorial 
Auditorium in Des Moines. Their 
time:  5 hours, 40 minutes. 
This was 30 minutes better 
; than managed by the challeng- 
i ing team from Drake University, 
i Des Moines, Iowa. (ACP) 
Tempest Winners...Lap 1! 
ASHTON B. BURKE 
U. OF KENTUCKY 
ROGER P. BLACKER 
N.Y.U. 
JOHN N. BIERER 
THE CITADEL 
WILLIAM P. MARTZ 
KENT STATE U. 
LUCY LEE BASSETT 
EMORY U. 
TMEM 
Tiger Center Donnie Mahaffey goes high above Cavalier Gene 
Engel to drop in two points in the game won by the Tigers 
86-64.    (Photo—Stafford) 
'Mural Basketball 
Gives Statistics 
The last news from intramural, County 51 points, Tom 
director Bill Wilhelm's office |DKA 46 points. Lionel 
shows that Dave Sargeant is the 
intramural scoring leader after 
three games. Sargeant has hit 64 
points, and plays for the BSU 
team. He is closely followed by 
Jim Bell of DKA, who has 61 
points. 
The rest of the top ten in scor- 
ing is as follows. Ronnie Moore, 
F3 58 points, Joe Anderson, SAZ 
56 points, Hal Davis, Dorchester 
Risher, 
Harvin 
Numeral Society, 46 points, Luth- 
er Poole, 9th Dorm 45 points, and 
Dale Smith 44 points. 
The top teams in each league 
running from A through H look 
like this. E2, Sigma Alpha Zeta, 
Delta Kappa Alpha, Numeral So- 
ciety, Jr. Y Council, 9th Dorm, 
F3, and either E-5 or Edisto Ri- 
ver. 
& 
Did you win in Lap 2? +- 
Clearance Sale 
SUITS 
it SPORT COATS 
iX SLACKS 
iX SPORT SHIRTS 
for your 
Mid-Winter 
needs . . . shop 
^flBBOttS 
MCNS    SHOP 
CLEMSON   - SENECA 
By TOM RISHER 
Tiger Sports Editor 
Tigers Look for Winning Season 
Clemson had one of its biggest weeks in basketball 
history last week when the Tigers won three ACC game* 
in a row. This moved Clemson's conference record to 
4-5, good for fourth place in the ACC, and their overall 
record to 11-8, which gives Clemson a good chance to 
have their first winning season since 1952. The Tiger* 
also have a seven game winning streak going to the de- 
light of rookie head coach Bobby Roberts. The Tigers 
have not lost since they dropped a game to national 
power Duke University on January 12. In this string 
of seven straight victories, the Tigers have won two by 
one point, and another by two points. The experience 
that the present Tigers gained last year is beginning to 
pay off, as the Tigers are winning the close ones for a 
change. If the present team can hold on to their win- 
ning ways, they could very well achieve what will be 
Clemson's 14th winning season since Clemson started 
fielding a team in 1912. 
Mahaffey Makes Big Difference for Tigers 
The big reason for the Tigers' sudden turnabout of 
their losing ways can not be attributed to any one fac- 
tor. Rather it would have to be a combination of nu- 
merous factors. The most obvious one would be the 
fine play of senior guarjl Choppy Patterson, who started 
playing the way he was capable after a miserable start. 
Another reason for the Tigers' winning streak would be 
the teamwork that is getting better and better. In the 
games against Furman and Wake Forest, this was never 
more evident. However,, it still looks like the main rea- 
son that the Tigers suddenly turned vicious is the play 
of 6'8" Donnie Mahaffey. Mahaffey is now the ACC's 
second leading rebounder, and the Tigers' second lead- 
ing scorer. His play under the boards and around the 
key has been nothing short of sensational. Coach 
Bobby Roberts has said, "As goes Mahaffey, so go the 
Tigers." Mahaffey has gotten over twenty rebounds 
in five different games this season. Everyone who saw 
the Wake Forest game had to agree that he played a 
really great game before getting into foul trouble, 
which has been his plague ever since he has been at 
Clemson. There is a good reason for his foul trouble, 
and that is because he is one of the most aggressive de- 
fensive players in the ACC. His shooting has improved 
to such a point, that he is a legitimate threat from any- 
where around the key. All of this makes him' one of 
the most improved players in the ACC, and one of the 
most valuable to Clemson. 
Bench Play Helps Clemsori 
Another strong point in the Tigers' favor this year 
is the fact that they have adequate bench strength to 
get the job done.   Coach Roberts has eight boys that he 
can play, and switching from one to another does not 
(Continued on page 5) 
IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 10 winning 
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Con- 
vertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse 
of your license plate. 
All claims for Tempests and Consolation Prizes: 
., ..-        -..       . 
February 23, 1963 and received by the judges no 
later than February 25. 1963- 
If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a 
4-speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set, 'The Waltz" by 
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See 
official claiming rules on reverse of your license 
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.) 
1. B981859 
2. C002912 
3. B638354 
4. C426638 
5. B291597 
6 A304475 
7. C518660 
8. B350692 
9. B151360 
10. B203340 
CONSOLATION PRIZE NUMBERS! 
1. A670436 
2. C608361 
3. A070773 
4. A782549 
5. A534015 
6, 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
C111668 
C162385 
B415769 
C624148 
B018030 
11. B869865 
12. C203797 
13. A039949 
14. C599394 
15. B234707 
L«M GRAND PRIX 50 
Sweepstakes for colleges only 
More than 50 times the chance to win than if open to the general public. 
35 Tempests to go! 
Get set for the next lap ... 15 more Tempests and 20 
more Consolation Prizes! It's never been easier to win 
... no essays, no jingles, no slogans. Just pick up an 
entry blank where you buy your cigarettes. Enter now... 
enter often. Any entry received by March 1st, can win 
one of 35 Tempests still to go! Of course, entries you've 
already submitted are still in the running! 
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS! 
If you win a Tempest you may 
choose instead a thrilling expense- 
paid 2-week Holiday in Europe—for 
two! Plus $500 in cash! 
Get with the winners... 
far ahead in smoking satisfaction! 
;«E THE PONTIAC TEMPEST AT VOUR NEARBY f ONTIAC DEALER! 
Careers,With.a future at 1BM^ 
'Advancesin data processing*at 
'" ipirare cie^lin^:rjfev?.areas-fpr 
* professionaf growth for career- 
mkicied -.men and womem Op- 
. ^ortuniiiesare/ra: -■';■■■ V  • 
Research.- • <   * ■. V <   • ' ; .' 
Development' Engineering 
•  Manufacturing Engineering 
Programming 
Marketing      . 
SystemsfEngirieering 
Customer Engineering 
Qualifications; Bachelor'sor ad- 
vanced degree in Elfectrical,-- 
Mechanical, or Industrial Engi- 
neering; Mathematics, Physics, 
or other Sciences; -Economics, 
Business" Administration, Ac- 
counting, or liberal Arts. Our 
brochures provide the full story. 
■toorld ef^oppoi-fcrniiy 'J^ltfM.-; 
• IBM develops; manufactures; 
and markets a wide rahgeof data 
processing systems and,equip- 
ment that is performing an in- 
creasingly vital role in business,' 
industry, science, and govern^ 
ment. >Across-the-eountry op- 
Rdorn for ad van ceme'ni a! IBNW 
At JBM.yptf-range beyondj.aea- 
demic specialties iiito exciting 
new fields, IBM programs include 
company training toufses, tui- 
tion-refund courses at nearby 
universities and .schools, and 
company-paid .competitive 
eration's offer a choice of- scholarships for full-time study 
laboratory and manufacturing , at a university of your choice.- 
locations in:      ■> *   • >       ,' ! 
Endicott,'Kingston, Owego, 
' PdughkeepsiejYorktowh.N.Y. 
Burlington, Vermont 
Lexington, Kentucky ! 
San Jose, California 
' Bethesda, Maryland 
Rochester, Minnesota.   !    . 
More than 190 IBM sales and 
service offices are" located in 
major cities throughout the U.S.V 
:
; IBM" is an; Equal Opportunity 
' Employer;. Our>repres^nta*ives 
, will be on your campus soon? to * 
discuss typical careers, various 
' training programs, -the ad- 
„va^iced"education* program,- 
financial rewards, and company 
benefits. Make an appointment - 
through your placement officer. 
. He can also give yousadditional 
iriformatiori on the career of 
your choice at IBM. 
If you cannot attend the interview, write or call: P. E. Green, Br. 
Mgr., IBM Corp., 302 N. Church Street, Greenville, S. C. CE 9-1391. 
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Gary's Jumper 
Downs Maryland 
By FRED CRAFT 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Gary Burnisky's shot from 15 feet with nine sec 
onds to go, lifted Clemson's Tigers to a 62-60 come-from 
behind victory over the University of Maryland here 
last Saturday night. It was the last home game for the 
Tigers and they were obviously off and most fortunate 
to come away with their fourth straight conference 
win. 
The victory was the seventh 
straight for Clemson which has 
not lost since January 12 when 
Duke whipped the Tigers. Since 
January 1, Clemson has been a 
completely different ball club 
than the one which dropped six 
' of their first seven games. In- 
cidentally, Clemson lost only one 
home game this year, their 
opening 56-55 loss to N. C. 
State. 
Maryland, which lead most of 
the game and forced the Tigers 
to play catch-up all night, had 
an opportunity to go ahead after 
Scott Ferguson's two free throws 
with 1:19 to play had tied it at 
60-60. Clemson got the ball with 
40 seconds remaining when Stan 
McWilliams was called for walk- 
ing. The ball was worked around 
until Burnisky dropped his jump- 
er through to give the Tigers the 
lead. 
The Terrapins now called time 
out and set up the last shot. A 
shot by Ferguson from under- 
neath failed and the Tigers had 
their tenth win in the last twelve 
games. The officiating was far 
from what could be called fair, 
but the bad calls hurt Maryland 
more than the Tigers. 
The Maryland game was an- 
other examnle of the tremend- 
ous bench strength possessed by 
the Tigers. Rarely are the 
same men who started the game 
in at the finish. Clemson can 
almost run two full units with 
little decrease in scoring or re- 
bounding. Against Maryland 
Nick Milasnovich and Manning 
Privette came in to spark the 
Tigers comeback. At one point 
Milasnovich hit seven points be- 
fore Maryland could score 
again. 
Jim Brennan led the Tigers to 
scoring with 16 points. Burnisky 
who had his high point total of 
the year, followed with 14. Milas- 
novich playing less than 15 min- 
utes had 10. Maryland's Jerry 
Greenspan topped all scorers with 
17 points, although he sat out most 
of the first half with three fouls. 
Bill Stasiulatis got 14. 
Coach Bobby Roberts said, "We 
played about five minutes." This 
is certainly backed up by the not 
too good 33.3 per cent for the 
Tigers. Maryland was almost as 
bad with a 35.3 percentage. The 
Tigers play again tonight in 
Charlotte against N. C. State 
and tomorrow night tackle the 
third place North Carolina Wolf- 
pack. Clemson's record stands at 
11-8 overall and 4-5 in the con- 
ference. One more win will as- 
sure Clemson of no less than a 
.500 season. 
Patterson  Shoots A Layup 
Clemson guard Choppy Patterson is shown as he drives in for a layup, and then loops up a 
lefthanded shot, that dropped in the basket for two more Tiger points.    (Photo—Stafford) 
Brennan Drives In For Two 
Cubs Overcome Davidson; 
Piedmont Wins At Buzzer 
By JIM GAUSS 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Friday night Clemson's baby 
Bengals took revenge on their 
loss to the Davidson freshmen in 
their first encounter by taking a 
very impressive victory over this 
same team by a 81-79 score. The 
game was a hard fought one and 
well played by both teams even 
through bad officiating. 
The Cubs got off to an early 
2-0 lead with a driving layup by 
Ernie Stallworth in a game that 
was tied seven times. Davidson 
quickly fought back with their 
ace Bob Snyder leading the way, 
and with just four minutes gone 
it was all tied up at 11-11. 
Clemson then took the lead for 
the next eight minutes with fine 
shooting by Stallworth and Tom 
Corcoran and good ball handling 
by little Buddy Benedict. David- 
son then took over the lead with 
seven minutes of the first half re- 
maining, and moved to a 44-39 
halftime advantage. 
The Cubs finally regained the 
lead with 13 minutes left in the 
game at 55-54. The lead swapped 
back and forth for the next 13 
minutes, and with nine seconds 
left on the clock, the score was 79- 
79. 
Clemson then took the ball out, 
and worked the ball to Tom Cor- 
coran, and Tom's long jump shot 
with only one second left swished 
cleanly through the net to give 
the Tigers an exciting 81-79 vic- 
tory. 
The next night, the Piedmont 
Rangers moved into Tigertown 
to face the Cubs, and the game 
was every bit as close as the 
one the night before. The Rang- 
ers led throughout most of the 
first half, and moved to a 36-29 
halftime lead. 
In the second half, Tom Corcor- 
an went to work, and with his 
scoring and rebounding he pulled 
the Cubs into the lead with 7 
minutes remaining. However, Earl 
Wooten started dropping in his set 
shots, and at the end of the reg 
ular game, the score was knottei 
at 68-68, and the game went tati 
a five minute overtime. 
The teams traded free throws 
and Yockel and Helms each hi 
on a field goal and the score wa 
71-71, with 30 seconds remaining 
The Rangers then got the ball, an 
worked the ball to Yockel, wh 
threw up a long jump shot tha 
swished through as the buzzei 
sounded to give the Rangers a 73 
71 victory. 
Guard Jim Brennan is shown as he is putting up a driving layup.   Trying to defend against 
Brennan is Virginia forward Chip Conner.    (Photo—Stafford) 
TRAILING THE TIGER 
(Continued from page 4) 
seem to hurt the efficiency of the team. For example; 
leading scorer Jim Brennan and big Don Mahaffey 
were both on the bench when Clemson caught Wake 
Forest in the last couple of minutes for a stunning up- 
set. Mahaffey fouled out of the Maryland game, and 
Manning Privette came in to get twelve rebounds. Bo- 
honak came off the bench to win the Wake Forest game 
with a last second field goal. Nick Milasnovich has 
also been a great reserve, as he came in and got seven 
points in three minutes against Maryland. This team 
definitely has the potential to go a long way. 
Riflemen Continue Win String 
3y Defeating Davidson, Wofford 
The TIGER RIFLEMEN re- 
urned to Clemson Friday, Feb- 
uary 8, from Davidson College 
4th another victory. Clemson 
cored 1419 to 1379 by Davidson, 
'he Clemson men contributing to 
he victory were Team Leader 
Id Muckenfuss (288), Ed Peeler 
286), Jack Belk (286), Bill Kuy- 
sndal (284), and Bobby Lanford 
275). The rifles used to this 
natch were six Anshutz Super- 
natch and one Winchester Model 
2. This ROTC match was one 
>f the twelve (12) matches fired 
rithto the Western Carolina Con- 
erence. When firing to ROTC 
natches, the team wears fatigue 
iniforms   supplied   by  the   Mili- 
tary Department. 
Saturday, February 9, the 
TIGER RIFLEMEN scored two 
victories at Wofford College. The 
Clemson men amassed 1403 points 
compared to the 1354 mustered 
by Wofford and the 1367 points 
scored by the University of South 
Carolina. Ed Muckenfuss (289), 
Jack Belk (283), Bill Kuykendal 
(281), Pete Pierson (278), and 
Bobby Lanford (275) made poss- 
ible these victories. The 283 scor- 
ed by Marshall Green counted to 
a match against U.S.C. in which 
Clemson scored 1414 against 
U.S.C. 
Next Friday, February 15, 
(Continued on page 6) 
Tigs Lose To UNO 
In Indoor Match; 
N. C. State Third 
In a triangle indoor track meet 
last Saturday, the University of 
North Carolina edged Clemson 
63%-60%, with N. C. State a dis- 
tant third with 13 points. 
Wes King, Clemson co-cap- 
tain, meets outstanding runner 
and high point man with three 
first places, high hurdles, low 
hurdles, and 60 yard dash. 
King also ran a leg on Clem- 
son's first place mile relay 
team. 
First places to the meet were 
equally divided between Clemson 
(Continued on page 6) 
See Us For All Your Needs 
ir Stationery        ir Books 
* Wallets * Tobacco 
ic Toiletries * Cards 
it Drugs and Medicines 
"LOW PRICES WERE BORN HERE, 
RAISED ELSEWHERE." 
L C. Martin Drug Co. 
— Serving Clemson Since 1908 — 
College Avenue CLEMSON, S. C. 
ADVANCED AEROSPACE 
PROGRAMS AT DOUGLAS 
have created outstanding 
career opportunities for 
SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS 
B.S. degrees or better 
Assignments include the following areas: 
Servo-Mechanisms - relating to 
all types of control problems 
Electronic Systems — relating to 
all types of guidance, detection, 
control and communications 
Propulsion —relating to fluid- 
mechanics, thermodynamics, 
dynamics, internal aerodynamics 
Environmental —relating to air 
conditioning, pressurization and 
oxygen systems 
Human Factors —analysis of 
environment affecting pilot and 
space crews, design of cockpit con- 
soles, instrument panels and pilot 
equipment 
Heat Transfer —relating to air- 
craft, missile and space vehicle 
structures 
Structures —relating to cyclic 
loads, temperature effects, and the 
investigation of new materials, 
methods, products, etc. 
Aerodynamics — relating to wind 
tunnel, research, stability and 
control 
Solid State Physics — relating to 
metal surfaces and fatigue 
Space vehicle and weapon 
system studies —of all types, 
involving a vast range of scientific 
and engineering skills 
Get full information at 
INDIVIDUAL ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
wi+H a Douglas representative 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
We urge you to make an appointment through D. Greg Hughes, 
Placement Officer.    If you cannot, please write to 
S. A. AmesToy, Engineering Employment Manager 
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California 
An equal opportunity employer 
Clemson Roars Again; 
Cagers Show Doubters 
By FRED CLEAVES 
Tiger Sports Writer 
The Clemson Tiger roars again. 
Only this time its not on the foot- 
ball field; it on the basketball 
court. This unusual situation start- 
ed almost one year ago. Clem- 
son's basketballers managed a 
couple of real close victories at 
Virginia and Maryland the week- 
end before last March's A.C.C. 
tourney. 
This enabled the Tigers to fin- 
ish 6th   in   regular season play, 
thus earning the right to play N. 
C. State in the first round. The 
C'pmsor.   tpam,   definitely  under- 
dogs, upset the Wolfpack by 21 
points!   The State team was na- 
tionally  ranked  12th  in  the  poll 
that week. Some thought the Tig- 
ers were lucky. But the people 
of North Carolina knew better. 
From past history they knew 
that State's coach, Everett Case, 
was a man to be reckoned with; 
especially at tournament time. 
In the nine year history of the 
A.C.C. Case's State teams have 
won  the  tournament—and  thus 
the Championship—no less than 
4 times. And that doesn't leave 
very many for the other seven 
teams  to  fight for.  Last year 
state  beat Duke   twice.   They 
were  the  only team to defeat 
the  Blue  Devils    in  Durham. 
A~ ! ' ^se sa*<l before last year's 
tourney that he had  come to 
take the whole cake. He meant 
it too! 
But N. C. State never got start- 
ed. Clemson ran the Wolfpack 
right off the floor. The final score 
was 67-46. And the Wolfpack 
were playing on their home 
floor! 
By beating the Wolfpack for 
their first tournament win, (the 
Tigers had lost in the first round 
for the previous 8 years) Clem- 
son earned a semi-fin. al match 
with Duke. Duke went into the 
game with Clemson with a 20—4 
record and a 6th national rank- 
ing. They were leading Clemson 
25—12 early in the game, but 
shortly after the Tigers warmed 
up and shocked the basketball 
world with a 77-72 comeback ef- 
fort! 
The Tigers were certainly 
roaring now, and in the finals 
the next night were trailing 
Wake Forest by 3 points, 28-25. 
Then the physical beating of 
playing three top ranked teams 
in three days began to take its 
toll. And that third day really 
makes a difference! Wake For- 
rest pulled to better than a 20 
point lead in the second half 
before the Tigers called on some 
reserve strength (wherever it 
came from) and cut the Wake 
lead to 11 points. But Chappell 
hit and pulled Wake ahead 
again as Clemson finally lost 
by a respectable 77-76. Wake 
finished 3rd in the N.C.A.A. 
playdowns. 
This year Bobby Roberts took 
over the coaching reins from 
Press Maravich. A lot was ex- 
pected from the basketballers on 
the strength of last year's second 
place finish in the Tourney. The 
Clemson roundballers had shown 
they "had it" and the season open- 
er was greatly anticipated. But 
the Tigers won exactly one of 
their first seven games, and some 
students doubted the Tigers could 
even finish with a .500 season. 
Many students were greatly dis- 
appointed, even though the Tigers 
were playing their roughest sche- 
dule in years. 
Then it happened. Against 
Citadel the Tigers played like 
they were expected to. It was 
probably their best game of the 
year; although they know they 
can even better that performance 
when they reach their peak. The 
Tigers then beat Furman and 
V.M.I, giving them 4 wins in 
the'>- last 5 games. They were 
clicking! Privette had recovered 
from a badly injured ankle re- 
ceived in the Tigers second game 
and Patterson regained his old 
form. The team had finally got- 
ten coach Roberta's plays down, 
too. 
But the real test was to come. 
Clemson was anchored in the 
conference celler with a 0-5 
record. Wake Forest came to 
town with an 8-0 record. They 
were first in the A.C.C. at the 
time. When the Deacons left 
Tigertown, they were second in 
the standings. Clemson had 
beaten them one point although 
the Tigers didn't play outstand- 
ing ball. Clemson was on her 
way after alU 
Against arch rival U.S.C, 
Clemson played probably its sec- 
ond best game of the year in 
whipping the scrappy Gamecocks 
19 points. Then the Tigers topped 
Virginia handily last Friday night 
before squeaking past Maryland 
62-20 Saturday night. 
This flurry of 4 conference vic- 
tories in seven days earned the 
Tigers 4th place in the standings. 
From 8th to 4th in 7 days, that's 
moving! And its possible for the 
Clemson team to finish 3rd with 
a victory over State and TJ.N.C. 
this weekend. 
The roundballers have now 
won 10 of *heir last 12 and 7 
straight. The seven straight 
is the longest winning streak in 
over a decade. The Tigers won 
eight straight in 1952. Clem- 
son's overall record is 11-8. The 
11 victories is the second high 
total for number of wins; only 
Duke's 17 wins is higher. And 
Clemson could be 13-6 with a 
couple of points added here and 
there. They were beaten by 1 
point in the first game of the 
season against State. Vanderbilt 
defeated the Tigers by 2 points. 
That's two close losses. 
During the early part of the 
season the team never lost its 
confidence acquired during last 
season's late surge. They could 
be heard to say after some early 
season's losses out West that 
they were better than the teams 
that beat them. They knew they 
would come around pretty soon. 
The Tigers have come around, 
too. 
They look now as if they are 
heading - toward their first .500 
season since 1952; although its not 
(Continued on page 6) 
WIN 
In The College 
'BRAND ROUND-UP 
Save Your Empty Packs 
of 
MARLBORO, 
PARLIAMENT 
PHILLIP MORRIS 
& ALPINE 
Contest is open to any 
student, group, fratern- 
ity, or sorority. 
RULES and PRIZES 
to be ANNOUNCED 
SHORTLY. 
TENNIS EQUIPMENT 
SLATENGER and WILSON—Rackets.  Balls,  etc. 
CONVERSE SHOES . . _ $7.45 
Harris Sporting Goods 
Clemson Highway SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Four different ways to make going 
more fun than getting there 
You can see why one of America's 
favorite outdoor sports is driving 
Chevrolets, with four entirely different 
kinds of cars to choose from. There's 
the Jet-smooth Chevrolet, about as luxu- 
rious as you can go without going over- 
board in price; the low-cost 
Chevy II, a good-looking car 
that would send any family 
packing; another family 
favorite, the sporty Corvair, 
CHEVROLET 
will make you think that ice and snow 
are kid stuff; and for pure adventure, 
America's only sports car, Corvette— 
now in two all-new versions with looks 
that can stop traffic like a rush-hour 
blizzard. Picked your favorite already? 
The next thing is to take 
the wheel at your Chevrolet 
dealer's. If that doesn't have 
you thinking of places to 
go, maybe you'd rather just 
whose rear-engine traction Keeps Going Great have a ball around town! 
JET-SM00TH CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE 
CHEVY II NOVA 400 SPORT COUPE 
CORVAIR M0NZA CLUB COUPE 
CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT COUPE 
Now—Bonanza Buys on four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet deaLer'»_ 
T-^P .I„I„.I^^^TI-^— 
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Tiger Coloring Book 
This is Captain Marvel, tactical officer at drill. Isn't he, well, 
nh, isn't he? Color him sharp as a tack, overconfident, and 
like nnto a West Pointer. 
Continuing Education Center 
Offers 53 Night Courses 
Several new courses designed 
to provide the latest information 
to fill the need in the thinking 
of adults who desire to keep up 
with conditions in a rapidly 
changing way of life are among 
the 53 courses offered in the 
classes of the Clemson Area Con- 
tinuing Education Center. These 
classes will begin Tuesday night, 
February 19, and be held each 
succeeding Tuesday night through 
March 26. They will be held in 
buildings on the campus of Clem- 
son College. 
Some of the new courses are: 
Marriage and the Family; Under- 
standing South Carolina Govern- 
ment; The World of Books; Fam- 
ily Money Management; Plant 
Selection-Design and Maintenance 
of Home Grounds; Sculpture; 
Knitting; Crewelwork, an Em- 
broidery Art; Your Legal Rights 
and Responsibilities; Minerals 
and Rocks; Communism in Out- 
line; Improving Reading Skills 
and Comprehension; Looking To- 
ward a Career in Engineering 
and Science; Russian Conversa- 
tion; Swimming, Boating, and sev- 
eral others. 
In addition to the new courses 
many of the popular courses of 
last year will be offered again 
this year. Among these are 
courses on   South  Carolina  His- 
RIFLEMEN 
(Continued from page 5) 
Clemson will travel to North 
Carolina to fire in a match 
against North Carolina State Col- 
lege and the University of North 
Carolina. The match will be 
ROTC and the schools participat- 
ing are in the Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference. Manager Bob Weaver 
anticipates two more victories for 
Clemson. 
For the year, the top five men 
have averaged 283.2 for the ROTC 
matches, with a standing posi- 
tion average of 90.2 points out of 
100. The team average for the 
year is 1416 out of a possible 1500 
points. 
CLEMSON 
(Continued from page 5) 
going to be easy from here on 
out. Anything but that. The Clem- 
son team has nothing but tough 
road games left. But if anybody 
knows they can do it they do. 
They have been there before, and 
know they can get there again. 
The Tiger roars again, and he is 
going to roar right on into 
March. 
0. P.O. 
CLOTHES 
106 N. Main St. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Washington's 
Birthday 
Feb.  21 
COMPLETES 30 
SUCCESSFUL YEARS 
IN DOWNTOWN 
GREENVILLE 
'Facfory-To-You 
Prices' 
You Save 
The Middle 
Man's Profit! 
Newest in college and 
conservative 
clothes. 
tory; Nuclear Science and Engi- 
neering; Astronomy and Celestial 
Travel; Applied Psychology in 
Everyday Life; Income Tax Law 
for Individuals; Cooking, Sewing, 
Millinery; Domestic Architecture; 
Flower Arrangement; Bridge; 
Golf; Dancing; and Repair of 
Home Appliances. The Rug Hook- 
ing course has been cancelled. 
Full details of all courses will 
be found in a folder, "Schedule 
of Classes," recently distribut- 
ed to approximately 14,000 famil- 
ies in the Clemson' area, and in 
other areas in nearby counties 
in this State, Georgia, and North 
Carolina. 
A. M. Musser, Chairman of the 
Center's Steering Committee re- 
cently expressed himself as high- 
ly pleased with the cooperation 
and willingness to share their' 
training and experience manifest- 
ed by those who have agreed to 
conduct these classes. He says 
they are among the best in their 
respective fields. 
Serving with Mr. Musser on 
the 1963 Steering Committee are 
Dr. J. M. Thurston, Vice Chair- 
man; Mrs. H. H. Willis, Secre- 
tary, and M. A. Bearden, Trea- 
surer. Mrs. John T. Bregger is 
Chairman of the Program Com- 
mittee and Director of the Cen- 
ter. Other members of the Pro- 
gram Committee are: Dr. J. M. 
Thurston, Mrs. Gordon C. Ander- 
son, Jack E. Tuttle, Mrs. Fred 
McNatt, Leonard R. Booker, Mrs. 
Hugh A. Woodle, and Mrs. James 
Waddington. 
Information about the classes 
may be obtained from Mrs. Breg- 
ger. The Director's Office is in 
Room 2, (Basement), Hardin Hall 
on the Clemson Campus. Phone 
654-2139. 
Clemson Men, 
Please Lend A 
Helping Hand 
Clemson men, how many of 
you had trouble getting into col- 
lege? I seriously doubt that many 
of you surmounted very difficult 
obstacles. What did you have to 
overcome; college boards, low 
high school grades, financial dif- 
ficulties? Sure, these were hard 
to conquer, but you did. Now I'm 
going to ask you to help some 
one else get into college, some- 
one who isn't as fortunate as you. 
Not long ago President Ed- 
wards received a letter from 
Mr. Onnie H. Milloway of Dan- 
ville, Virginia. Mr. Milloway is a 
retired Southern Railway tele- 
grapher who has become inter- 
ested in helping young adults 
get into college. His letter con- 
cerned a Miss Ann Hill, a native 
of Ashland, Mississippi. Ann has 
a rare disease that has denied 
her the use of her legs from 
birth. Although she has never 
been able to walk, her hobby of 
collecting stamps keeps her 
amused and active. Ann is sev- 
enteen years old and will finish 
high school this year. Next year 
she wants very much to attend 
college. 
Clemson men are noted for 
their generosity — a short letter 
of encouragement would not only 
help to maintain Clemson's re- 
putation, but would stimulate 
Ann's desire to attend college, 
Mr. Milloway stated that Ann 
didn't know anything about his 
letter. 
INITIATIVE 
(Continued from page 3) 
preference, swimming and water 
skiing heading the list. He is also 
an amateur player of rugby, the 
British version of football. Like 
many people he has a small col- 
lection of stamps. 
Tony has been very active in 
the International Students Assoc- 
iation and is now president of 
the organization. He says the ISA 
has made several prominent ac- 
complishments this year: they 
have acquired a clubhouse and 
two co-eds. 
Organizations 
As president of the ISA, Tony 
writes for The Tiger. He is also 
a member of the Student Chap- 
ter of the American Institute of 
Architects and the Newman Club 
at St. Andrews Catholic Church. 
Having an uncle in New York, 
Tony spends some of his vaca- 
tion time there. He has also lived 
for a while in Miami, Florida. 
On the whole, he seems to like 
the United States but says that 
he finds the pace too fast for 
him. 
Perhaps we should all follow 
Tony's examples: take life at a 
slower pace and strive for more 
initiative. 
Senate Release 
By TOMMY HAMM 
Wednesday Feb. 6 the Student 
Senate held its first meeting of 
this semester. Four new Senior 
Senators had been appointed by 
Joe Swan, President of the Sen- 
ior Class and approved by the 
existing Senior Senators. These 
appointments were necessary to 
fill the vacancies created by two 
resignations and two dismissals. 
The four new Senior Senators are 
Johnny Britton, 6-206; George 
Davis, 5-307; Dave Gumula, 7- 
301; and Hector McLean, A-846. 
The first order of new business 
was the introduction of a resolu- 
tion commending the Adminis- 
tration of Clemson College "for 
the manner in which it has con- 
ducted itself during the recent 
integration of Clemson College, 
for the demonstration of confi- 
dence in the Student Body and 
the Student Government of Clem- 
son College, and for the coopera- 
tion with the Student Government 
of Clemson College and the con- 
scientious effort to communicate 
with the Student Body of Clemson 
College." 
In addition to this resolution 
the Senate also passed three bills 
pertaining to legislative proce- 
dure and legislative publications. 
Evans, Bolen 
lo Lead Summer 
Tour Of Europe 
From July 5 to August 8 Chap- 
lain J. Claude Evans of Southern 
Methodist University and Pro- 
fessor C. W. Bolen of Clemson 
College will lead a 35-day student 
sightseeing and study tour of 
Europe. The countries to be visit- 
ed are Scotland, England, Hol- 
land, Germany, Switzerland, Aus- 
tria, Italy, and France. West Ber- 
lin is on the itinerary and time 
has been reserved for a bus trip 
into East Berlin, world politics 
permitting. 
During the tour Professor Bolen 
will lecture on the government 
and politics of each country on 
the itinery. Mr. Bolen has been 
teaching modern European his- 
tory to American students in 
American colleges since 1939, and 
he is anxious to try the experi- 
ment on European soil. He spent 
the summer of 1950 travelling in 
Western Europe and the summer 
of 1959 studying in West Ger- 
many. Chaplain Evans, the tour 
director, is a native of South 
Carolina. Before going to Southern 
Methodist University six years 
ago, he was pastor of the Wal- 
halla and Clemson Methodist 
churches and editor of the South 
Carolina Methodist Advocate. He 
has spoken in many colleges and 
universities in the south and south- 
west and has been active in stud- 
ents' conferences of the Metho- 
dist Church. 
Students interested in this tour 
should contact Professor Bolen at 
Clemson or Chaplain Evans at 
S. M. U., Dallas, Texas. 
One of these bills will provide for 
the permanent filling of Student 
Senate Resolution by the Attorney 
General. Another bill will pro- 
vide for a change in the basic 
legislative processes bill. In par- 
ticular it would change the for- 
mat by which all bill must be 
prepared. The third and most im- 
portant of these bills will pro- 
vide, when signed by the Presi- 
dent of the Student Body, for the 
publication of all documents per- 
tinent to the operation of Stu- 
dent Government. All of these 
documents will be printed, bound, 
and distributed to all Student 
Senators, all Student Body Offi- 
cers, and the Class Presidents. 
The remaining copies will be 
available for interested students 
from the Attorney General. 
Students are reminded that last 
semester the Student Govern- 
ment, working in the interest of 
the student, passed a bill that be- 
came part of the resolutions ef- 
fecting the College. This bill pro- 
vides for student parking on the 
quadrangle during C.D.A. dances 
from one hour before each dance 
to one hour after. Tickets will be 
given for cars parked on the 
quadrangle before or after these 
hours. 
Letters To Tom 
COURTIN' 
(Continued from page 3) 
on campus began inviting deputa- 
tions over from other schools 
and as a result invitations were 
sent to Clemson for the same 
purpose. The Y.M.C.A. did very 
much to aid these endeavors and 
consequently became a very pop- 
ular organization on campus. The 
"Y" and other organizations oc- 
casionally sponsored hayrides in 
addition to the deputations. 
Progress Continues 
As the time has passed into our 
present-day Clemson, many more 
achievements have been made. 
The C.D.A. has constantly improv- 
ed their dances.and entertainers 
so that the dances are the "best" 
in the South. Anderson, Green- 
ville and other surrounding cities 
offer many girls who are eager to 
become a Clemson man's date. 
Even the girls at Carolina thrill 
at the prospect of coming to Clem- 
son for a dance. 
But the men of Clemson contin- 
ue to strive forward. Uncontent 
with their great success thus far, 
they are now making girls a part 
of Clemson. With the new girls' 
dormitories, they are now making 
it possible for all girls' dreams 
to come ture. 
Yes, Clemson is well thought 
of throughout the South (at least 
by the weaker sex). Through the 
efforts of past Clemsonians—their 
courteous behavior and actions be- 
coming Gentlemen—Clemson men 
have earned the respect and ad- 
miration of the girls and their 
parents. 
STUDENTS 
(Continued from page 3) 
"with the confidence that no 
act is wasted, for in all human 
endeavor some portion of the 
divine purpose is being ful- 
filled." 
Think It Over 
Dear Tom, 
When it comes to discussing seg- 
regation vs. integration, most of 
us Southerners are in the same 
boat. We are as a rule opposed 
to integration — we know that — 
but when we are asked "Why?", 
what can we logically reply? Can 
we find answers using our powers 
of reason which will support seg- 
regation? I believe we Southern- 
ers are in a rut with our usual 
arguments. A few common ones 
are: 
(1) The Negro is potentially in- 
ferior in some respect or other, 
either mentally or physically. 
(This is nothing short of a pure, 
unadulterated, medically disprov- 
en LIE!) 
(2) Segregation will lead to ra- 
cial intermarriage. 
" (3) God doesn't want to mix 
races. (Do we think we're pure 
Caucasians ourselves?) 
These aren't reasons, they are 
just excuses — excuses for racial 
prejudice. We would hate so to 
admit we are just plain prejudic- 
ed—so we constantly grasp for ali- 
bis to hide behind. But all we're 
doing is fooling ourselves! The on- 
ly reason intermarriages won't 
work is purely becuase of this 
deadly sin of prejudice! What 
would it matter if a White mar- 
ried a Negro, IF no. one cared? 
I have been asked the question 
TIGS 
(Continued from page 5) 
and UNC. Clemson claimed four 
first place running events and two 
field events. UNC also had an 
equal distribution of first places, 
and one event, the 600 yard dash 
ended in a tie. 
Clemson's    Doug    Adams and 
UNC's Gerry Stuver tied up in a 
real donny brook in the 600, final- 
ly decided as a tie by the judges. 
Clemson's two-mile relay also pro- 
vided a thriller before being edged 
at the tape. 
Jimmy Wynn gave the Clem- 
son mile relay team a lead on 
the first leg, and although UNC 
challenged throughout the race, 
Doug Adams outkicked his 600 
opponent Gerry Stuver to give 
Clemson the win. 
In the Frosh division, UNC out- 
scored the  Clemson  Cubs   44-33. 
Tommy Durham, Larry Gilstrap, 
Hubert Johnson,    Pete    Compos, 
and Lynwood O'Cain all ran fine 
races for   the   frosh,   but   they 
could not overcome UNC's depth. 
of how I would like it if one of 
my children (I have two small 
sons) some day wanted to marry 
a Negro girl. I always reply, 
"No, I wouldn't like it at all be- 
cause — because — (choke!) be- 
cause I'm prejudiced. But I ought 
not to care, if the girl were re- 
spectable, and neither should any- 
one else care." 
We are prejudiced against the 
Negro and we should face up to 
the fact. We laugh at him, call 
him a "coon" or "jig", pay him 
low wages, and stomp him down 
the instant he sticks his head up. 
Is there really any wonder why 
he has such a high crime rate? 
If Harvey Gantt has managed to 
wade through such an undesirable 
atmosphere, then he certainly de- 
serves a lot more credit than you 
or I! 
The Negro is not necessarily 
wanting to mix with us; he desires 
only equality. If segregation "can 
afford this, then fine! But can we 
or do we give him equality with 
our present brand of segregation? 
I don't think we do. If we are 
going to have fair segregation, 
then for every single thing we en- 
joy which is stamped "White on- 
ly" there must be an equivalent 
thing bearing the "Colored only" 
label. 
Sure, we have fairly equal pub- 
lic schools (at least in South Car- 
olina) but how about other things? 
We can go just so far with this 
"equal" but separate" idea; then 
our tax budget collapses from try- 
ing to build two South Carolinas. 
Economy will not permit success- 
ful "equality with separation." 
Integration is here to stay, seg- 
regation is doomed, and we might 
as well face it! Our old way of 
life, regardless of how we cherish 
it, is wrong as can be anff we've 
got to give the Negro the chance 
he deserves to advance. 
If we worry about having to sit 
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beside Negroes in heaven, there'! 
really no need to! Get what I 
mean? 
You may think me somewhat 
nuts but I furthermore am of the 
opinion that you, the reader, bas- 
ically (deep down) share my same 
beliefs on this matter; but your 
prejudice, which your parents and 
society have so deeply instilled in 
you, hides your true feeling. Think 
this over a bit before you burn 
the cross in my yard! 
\       Sincerely, 
Edwin McCravy 
(graduate student) 
Pride In School 
Dear Tom, 
The sensible handling of inci- 
dents such as the admission of 
Harvey into the Clemson student 
body has made our college's stock 
rise even higher in people's minds 
all over the country. 
Finding a political cartoon, 
which is nationally syndicated, in 
this morning's Norfolk Virginia Pi- 
lot made me very proud of my 
alma mater. Things of this type 
make the statement, "A Clemson 
man needs no introduction", even 
more true. 
I just hope that Harvey is just 
as proud of his school as I am. 
Sincerely, 
Lowndes P. Shingler, '61 
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"What responsibilities will you start with at W. E.?" 
Exciting ones. With plenty of room for your pro- 
fessional development. Western Electric's busi- 
ness depends on new ideas. And new engineers 
take responsible, immediate part in projects 
that implement the entire art of telephony — 
including electronic telephone offices, compu- 
ter-controlled production techniques and 
microwave transmission. On many of these ex- 
citing advances in communications, Western's 
engineers work closely with engineers from our 
research team-mate, Bell Telephone Laborato- 
ries. For Western Electric to maintain the Bell 
System's ultra-high quality standards, extraor- 
dinary manufacturing, process and testing 
techniques are required. Opportunities for fast- 
moving careers exist now for electrical, me- 
chanical and industrial engineers, and also for 
physical science, liberal arts and business 
majors. 
For more detailed information, get your copy of 
the Western Electric career opportunities book- 
let from your Placement Officer. Or write Col- 
lege Relations Coordinator, Western Electric 
Company, Room 6306, 222 Broadway, New 
York 38, New York. And be sure to arrange for 
a personal interview when the Bell System re- 
cruiting team comes to visit your campus this 
year—or during your senior year. 
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